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To date, dental literature has not specifically considered the role of filler content on the susceptibiIity of 

composite materials to undergo enzyme induced biodegradation. This study assesses the effect of filler 

content on the Iiberation o f  biodegradation products derived from commercial composites and a series of 

Bis-phenyl glycidyl dimethacrylate (Bis-GMA)/triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) based model 

materials. Composite resins were incubated with either cholesterol esterase or PBS buffer for 8, 16 and 32 

days. The identified products were the same for both the commercial and the model composite resins, with 

the exception of a urethane-based composite resin, TPH (Caulk/Dentsply). These products included 

TEGDMA, 2,2-bis[4(2,3-hydroxypropoxy)phenyl]propane (Bis-HPPP), triethylene glycol methacrylate 

(TEGMA), and an oligomer believed to contain TEGDMA segments. The amount of isolated TEGMA and 

Bis-HPPP products for al1 composite resins was shown to be significantly higher (p<0.05) for materials 

incubated with enzyme than their buffer counterparts. The effect of enzyme on the surface of commercial 

composites was correlated with a drop in micro-hardness values. Between 8 and 16 days incubation with 

enzyme, significantly higher amounts of product were obtained with higher filler model materials (30% and 

40% filler) than the lower filled model composites (10% and 20%), suçgesting a prolonged availability of 

polymeric sites for further enzymatic attack. This becomes of biological relevance in light of recent studies 

questioning the estrogenicity of bis-phenol A derived monomers such as Bis-GMA (Olea et al, 1996) and 

the predisposition of TEGDMA to bacterial growth (Hansel at al., 1997). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 



1.1 OUUYC Ui Cl113 3 C U U J  

While the biodegradation of dental coniposite resins has been confirmed in the dental 

literature, (van Groeningen, 1986, Munksgaard et al., 1990, Bean et al., 1994) fewer 

studies have specifically exarnined the nature of the resulting by-products, or monitored 

the release of these compounds over time. To date, the literature has not envisaged the 

role of the filler component, a major part of a composite resin, on the diffusion of 

biodegradation products a d o r  enzymes in and out of the composite matrix. Although 

there could possibly be no variation in the monomer system for different restorative 

products, the filler content changes drastically and covers a broad spectrum of clinical 

applications. For example, no filler is present in dental adhesives, however an anterior 

restorative material is moderately filled compared to a posterior one. 

With recent concerns in the biocompatibility of dental materials and cytotoxicity of the 

corresponding breakdown products (Nassiri et al., 1994), enzymatic degradation of 

polymers in the oral cavity has become of interest to several groups. In order to study the 

degradation of composite materials in vitro, cholesterol esterase ( C E )  was selected as an 

enzyme of choice since studies have shown the presence of esterases in the oral cavity 

(Chauncey, 1961, Moe, 1 WO), and the ability of CE to degrade polymer systems (Tsang, 

1994, Santerre et al., 1993). Previous studies have shown that enzymes cause a decrease 

in micro-hardness of the composite resins surface (Larsen et al., 1992, Munksgaard et al., 

1990). This observation was verified here by evaluating surface micro-hardness of some 

selected commercial composite resins, Silux Plus (3M), Z-100 (3M) and TPH 

(Caulk/Dentsply) in the presence of enzyme. Additional attempts were undertaken to 



The soflening effect of enzymes on material surfaces has been mainly attributed to a 

hydrolysis of ester bonds of the composites polymeric matrix. Release of methacrylic 

acid as a by-product has been shown (Munksgaard et al, 1990). Hence, the first 

hypothesis of this study was formulated as follows: the enzyme attacks the polymeric 

matrix at the ester bonds. An attempt was made to confirrn this hypothesis by isolating 

and identifiing biodegradation products not previously identified, via high performance 

liquid chrornatography (HPLC) and mass spectroscopy (MS) methods. 

To assess the role of filler content on the release of the degradation products, models of 

commercial composites were synthesized based on the most commonly used monomers 

in dental restorative materials, Bis-GMA and TEGDMA, with silica used as filler. One 

other hypothesis of this study- the fact that filler content of composite resins play a role in 

the release of biodegradation products- was examined. Filler content was varied from 

10% to 40% by weight of the composite resins in an attempt to mimic anterior restorative 

composites such as Silux Plus. Earlier studies have considered the enzymatic degradation 

of dental composites over short period of times, usually 48 hours (Larsen et al., 1991, 

Munksgaard and Freund, 1990). In this study, the biodegradation of restorative resins 

was further studied by extending the incubation periods of the materials to 32 days. The 

pattern of by-product release was viewed by isolation, via HPLC, of products related to 



product peaks. The objectives of this study were: 

1) to isolate and identify biodegradation products related to composite resins. 

2) to assess the role of filler content on the release of these biodegradation products. 

1.2 Monomer/fiIler system: structure and properties 

A composite material, by definition, consists of two or more components in which there 

is interatomic or molecular bonding between these components, so as to provide overall 

properties which are superior to the constituents alone (Dogon, 1990). Dental composites 

are composed of a polymer matrix, usually methacrylate based, and filler particle, 

commonly glass, quartz or cerarnic oxide such as alumina or silica. To improve the 

bonding between the filler-polymer matrix interface, coupling agents such as silanes are 

widely used (Smith, 1985). 

A compromise between Bis-phenol A epoxy (see Figure 1.1) and methacrylate resins was 

conceived in 1956 when Bowen issued a first patent for a hybrid molecule that 

polymerized through methacrylate groups (Bowen et al., 1985, Bowen et al. 1992). An 

experimental dimethacrylate monomer was synthesized by the reaction of the glycidyl 

methacrylate (Bowen et al., l992), and was later produced by the reaction of methacrylic 

acid and the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (Sandner et al., 1992). The monomer 

becarne known as Bis-GMA, an acronym for 2,2-bis[4(2-hydroxy-3- 

methacry1oxypropoxy)-phenyllpropane (Figure 1.2). 



Figure 1.1 Structure of a common epoxy resin used in dentistry (Wilson and Crisp, 
1977) 
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Figure 1.2 Common dimethacrylate monomers of dental resin materials (Ruyter, 
1985) 



monomer could incorporate high filler loading and hence provide the basis for reinforced 

composite resins (Smith, 1985). Furthemore, when compared to the methyl methacrylate 

that was previously used, Bis-GMA exhibited lower polymerization shrinkage and 

hardened rapidly under oral conditions (Bowen et al., 1992), thus imparting the composite 

with superior mechanical properties (Ruyter et al., 1987). A disadvantage of Bis-GMA 

was its high viscosity caused by hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl groups in the alkyl 

chain (Sandner, 1997). This system required a diluent monomer to ease handling and 

manipulation. A variety of other monomers were therefore used in conjunction with Bis- 

GMA (Figure 1.2) of which a cornrnon one was triethylene glycol dimethacrylate or 

TEGDMA (Smith, 1985). 

The ratio and composition of the monomers varied depending on the composite resins 

(Ruyter and Kleven, 1987, Ruyter and Oysaed, 1987). Ruyter and Kleven demonstrated 

that a significant degree of variability existed in the composition of polymeric crown and 

bridge materials (Ruyter et al., 1987), with a significant nurnber of them containing 

TEGDMA and 1,6-bis(methacryloyloxy-2-ethoxy-carbonylmino)-2,4,4-trimethyl-hexme 

(UEDMA) (Figure 1.2). A study of 10 commercial composites used for posterior teeth 

(Ruyter and Oysaed, 1987) revealed that most of the materials contained Bis-GMA, 

TEGDMA and ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate or EGDMA (Figure 1.2). In the sarne 

study, high performance liquid chromatography analysis (HPLC) resolved the Ris-GMA 

monomer into linear and branched components, with the linear to branched ratio being 

approximately 3 to 1. 



the manner by which changes in composition and chemistry of the constituent monomers 

alter some specific physical properties of the composites. For example, increasing the 

ratio of TEGDMA to Bis-GMA in a polymethacrylate network causes an increase in the 

uptake of water (Kalachandra et al., 1987, Beatty et al., 1993). The clinical relevance of 

the condition was described as swelling and peeling stresses of the resins (Kalachandra et 

al., 1987). Deterioration of some mechanical properties, such as modulus of elasticity, 

strength and hardness, was attributed to the water plasticizing effect (Beatty et al., 1993). 

It was also noted that this plasticizing effect could be localized if the crosslinked density 

was not uniform within the polymeric structure (Ruyter and Svendsen, 1978). Other 

studies have considered the addition of fluorine to rnonomers to decrease water sorption 

(Tanaka et al., 1991, Steinhauser et al., 1994). Beatty et al. (1 993), investigated the effect 

of monomer chemistry on the properties of unfilled resin. The study was conducted on 

seven resins, based on the monomers of diphenyloxymethacrylate (DPMA) and urethane 

dimethacrylate (UDMA), crosslinked with TEGDMA in different ratios. It was found 

that the urethane rnolecule imparted higher compressive and tensile strength, resistance to 

toothbmsh abrasion and water sorption, while the DPMA resin dernonstrated greater 

surface hardness. The higher water sorption of the UDMA based resin was ascribed to 

two factors : 1) long aliphatic chains between the ring structures which provided 

flexibility, and, 2) the presence of (O-CO-NH) groups which procured a potent hydrogen 

bond former (Venz et al., 199 1). 
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with Bis-GMAITEGDMAhrethane resin. Using a Bis-GMNTEGDMA resin system as 

control, they demonstrated that incorporating an additional urethane monomer into the 

system improved properties such as diametral tensile strength and hardness. Labella et al. 

(1 996) proposed tetrahydrofurfuryl methacrylate (THFMA) as a diluent, and found that 

concentrations up to 30% of this monomer coupled with Bis-GMA or UDMA did not 

affect elastic rnodulus or flexural strength. Yet the authors did not compare THFMA 

with any other diluent. 

The insertion of diacetyl into Bis-GMAITEGDMA and UEDMAIHEMA (S-hydroxy- 

ethyl methacrylate) based composites (see Figure 1.3) resulted in an increase in tensile 

and flexural strength and modulus of elasticity (Peutzfeldt and Asmussen, 1992). This 

was caused by the cross-linking ability of diketones through amino-alcohol formation in 

UEDMA chains for UEDMA/HEMA composites, or by reaction with hydroxyl groups in 

HEMA or Bis-GMA in the corresponding composites. 

methacryl ate-based diacetyl 
polymer 

Figure 1.3 Diacetyl addition to two methacrylate groups (Peutzfeldt and Asmussen, 
1992) 



Peutzfeldt and Asmussen presumed that at low concentration of diacetyl, cross-linking 

prevailed, while at higher contents a plasticizing effect would cause deterioration in 

mechanical properties. This presumption was in accordance with the study conducted by 

Labella et al (1 996) and Davy et al. (1 991). 

The major constituent, by weight and volume of composite resin materials was found to 

be the reinforcing filler particle (Dogon, 1990). Most commercial dental composites 

could contain fillers such as quartz, colloidal silica, silica glasses with barium or 

strontium and lithium aluminum silicate (Soderholm, 1985). The filler provided the 

composite with improved physical properties such as increased strength and modulus of 

elasticity, and reduced the polymerization shrinkage, the coefficient of thermal expansion 

and the water sorption (Dogon, 1990). Each type of filler endowed the composite resins 

with specific advantages and applications (Soderholm, 1985). 

The classification of fillers in literature has been vague. Bayne used a classification 

system based solely on filler size with 5 categories ranging from 2 mm for megafills to 5 

nm for nanofills (Bayne, 1994). Marshall et al. adopted a more complex system, dividing 

composites by 1) the arnount of filler by weight and volume 2) the filler particle size and 

3) the method of filler addition (Marshall et al., 1988). Hosada contributed with two 

additional categories based on filler shape and filler distribution (Hosada, 1990). In most 

classification systems however, common terms such as macrofillers, microfillers or 

hybrids have been used (Lang et al., 1992). 



glass or ceramic, and, their particle size distributions ranged fiom O. 1 to 1 OOpm (Roulet, 

1987). These materials suffered from particle sedimentation, poor finishing and low Wear 

resistance (Dogon, 1990). Later, an improvement was achieved by the use of 

microfillers, finely dispersed glass spheres such as silica . with an average particle size of 

0.04 to 0.06 pm (Leinfelder, 1991) and produced by a combustion process (Aerosil, 

Degussa). Although these fîllers allowed a more even distribution (Cook et al, 1984), 

only a small arnount of filler could be incorporated into the resin due to high (surface 

area)/(volume) ratio of the particles. To solve this problem, the microfill colloidal silica 

fillers were incorporated into the resin matrix, polymerized and crushed into coarse 

organic particles (Jacobsen, 198 1). The filler loading achieved by this process was 35- 

50% by volume of the composites (Bowen, f 963). 

Attempts to combine the advantages of microfillers and macrofillers have led to the 

development of hvbrid materials (Smith, 1985) and highly filled composite resins. The 

intended application has been for posterior teeth. For example, Silux plus@ and 2-1 00@, 

3M products, contain respectively 52% by weight silica (0.04 pm) and 84.5% by weight 

of the synthetic zirconia-silica fitler (0.6 pm) and are considered as microfilled 

composites. The TPH@ composite (Caulk, Dentsply), on the other hand, is categorized as 

a hybrid composite containing 77.5 wt% of barium glass (<O. 1 pm) and silica (0.04 pm) 

fillers (see Section 2.1, Table 2.2). 



a signifiant number of studies. Chmg and Greener (1990) studied the correlation 

between filler concentration and mechanical properties of light-cured posterior composite 

resins. They reported mean values for compressive and diarnetral strength of 242.3-324.7 

MPa and 39.8-60.6 MPa respectively for filler volume fractions of 58.2-74.2%. Smith 

also reported similar data (Smith, 1985), with tensile strength values being about 20% of 

the compressive strengths. Chung and Greener found a positive correlation (0.89) 

between volume fraction of the filler and diarnetral tensile strength, and the Knoop 

hardness numbers, irrespective of the chemistry of the polymer matrix. However, Suh et 

al. (1990) determined that total filler content, for highly filled composites (68-78 vol%) 

did not correlate with the diarnetral tensile strength. 

Another study stated that size, shape and distribution of the filler particles played a more 

important role in the mechanical properties of the composite resins than did the arnount 

of filler (McCabe, 1985). Clinically, polishing of the coarse particle composites resulted 

in rough or du11 surfaces which were the source of plaque retention and gingival irritation 

(Venhoven et al., 1996). Venhoven et al. compared 3 composite resins containing glass 

fillers with particle sizes of 1.3, 1.5 and 2.3 prn, and showed that larger filler size 

increased the rate of Wear of the materials. Since this relationship was not linear, the 

authors hypothesized that inter-particle spacing was somehow implicated. More 

specifically, this study suggested that smaIler distances between particles would result in 

the protection of the matrix against erosive hard fibers in the food bolus. This hypothesis 

was also postulated by Bayne et al. (1994). Along the same line, Okarnoto et al. 



scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in patients with temporary metal crowns (Okamoto, 

1993). The composites contained 8 1 wt% of inorganic quartz filler and 73 wt% organic 

microfiller respectively. The SEM showed that in contact- free areas, the microfilled 

resin kept a smooth surface, while the quartz resin showed micro-abrasion of the matrix 

resin. The authors suggested that the quartz filler failed to bond to the matrix. 

To enhance the mechanical stability of the filler-matrix interface, chemical bonding has 

been the most commonly used technique. The coupling agent y- 

methacryloxypropyltrimethoxy silane (MPS) has been one of the most commonly used 

filler treatment agents in dentistry (Figure 1.4). Silane coupling agents contain a silicon 

bond linked to a reactive organic structure with a vinyl group that subsequently reacts 

with the resin matrix (Figure 1.4). The methoxy groups c m  be hydrolyzed by water 

(Figure Ma) to form silanol groups which can then react on the filler surface in 

monomeric or oligorneric forms (Soderholm, 1985). Subsequent drying would complete 

the condensation process linking the coupling agent molecules to each other and to the 

filler surface by siloxane bonds (see Figure 1 Sb). 

CH2 C C O CH,CH,CH, Si O CH, 

' 3 3 3  O 

CH3 

Figure 1.4 Structural formula of y-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxy silane, MPS 
(Soderholm, 1985) 



Figure 1.5 a) Hydrolysis of the methoxy-groups of silane to form silanol groups and 
b) reaction of the silanol groups with existing groups on the filler 
surface through a condensation process (Soderholm, 1985) 

The treatment of silica powder with silane resulted in an improved strength of a Bis- 

GMA resin (Bowen, 1963), and yielded properties closely matched to hard tooth tissues. 

Bowen also stated that the reinforced resin exhibited lower water solubility and much less 

susceptibility to disintegration in water than the untreated silica based composites. A 

more recent study (Labella et al., 1994) also showed an increase in strength and Vickers 

hardness of two THFM based composites following silane treatment of hydroxyapatite 

filler particles. This effect was ascribed to an enhanced dispersion of the filler in the 

matrix, and the existence of a chemical bond between the two phases. 

Other studies have investigated the amount of silane treatment agent necessary for filler 

silanation. Mohsen and Craig (1995) obtained a more effective silanation when 3 times 

more silane treatrnent agent was used than the minimum arnount required. They 

suggested that a minimum coverage could lead to unsilanated filler, or condensation of 

the silanes with themselves via the alkoxy groups rather than the OH groups on the 

surface of the fillers. Soderholm et al. (1993) proposed that the amount of silane needed 

for filler treatment depended on the number of isolated OH groups available on the 



spectroscopy (FTIR), the authors found that MPS molecules formed two types of bonds 

with the hydroxyl groups on the surface of the filler particles: 1) a siloxane bond (Figure 

1.5), and 2) a hydrogen bond forrned by the carbonyl group of the MPS molecule. 

f .2 Polymerization systems 

Dental composite resins are converted fiom a viscous resin to a rigid solid via a free 

radical polymerization of the methacrylate monomers, either by thermal, chemical or 

photochernical means (Cook, 1985). Since the 1 %Os, photopolyrnerization of 

dirnethacrylate resins has found wide application in the dental field, including composite 

resins, adhesives, denture and impression materials (Cook, 1991). In a free radical 

polymerization each molecule grows by addition of a monomer to a terminal free radical 

reaction site (Young and Lovell, 1991). The normal steps involved in a free radical 

photopolymerization reaction would apply (Burnett, 1954): 

Initiation: 

1 hv , I*  

I*+ A ki , R. 

Propagation: 
R. + M RM. 

Termination: 

RMn. + mm. * RM,+,R 

Inhibition or retardation: 

RM. + X kr + RMX.(inactive) 



represents the unsaturated site in the dimethacrylate molecule, and ki, kp, kt and k, are the 

rate constants of the respective reactions. Inhibitors, X, are present in the composite paste 

to prevent premature polyrnerization during storage (Cook, 1985). It has also been noted 

that oxygen could play the role of an inhibitor (Ruyter, 1981). Free radicals would be 

formed by absorption of radiation at 468 nrn (Kilim, 1979) in a photoinitiation system 

based on a diketone ("1" in equation 1) such as camphoquinone (CQ), and an amine ("A" 

in equation (1) such as N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMAEM) (see Figure 

O CH3 O 0: CH, C CH, 

(Eucited triplet suite) (DMAEM) + 
= N CH2CH,0 C 

Free radicals 
CH3 

CH3 (3% C CH2 
CH, C CH, N Ci-ICH,O c 
N ~ H C H ~ O  C CH3 A O 

CH3 O 

OH Frce radicak .- 
CHI Free radicak 

* *  OH 

Figure 1.6 Free radicals formed from a diketone (CQ) and a reducing agent 
(DMAEM) during light exposure (Ruyter, 1985) 



transferred to excited states or triplet states (1* in equation 1) (Ruyter, 1985), where it 

would combine with the m i n e  (reducing agent) to form an excited state complex 

(exciplex). The complex would break down to produce fiee radicals (Figure 1.6). 

Subsequently, free radicals would initiate the chain propagation. Aso (1 959) has noted 

that the propagation step of a dimethacrylate could lead to the formation of linear polymer 

chains, cross-linked or cyclized chains (Figure 1.7). 

M* M M M 
+ * 

M M M M Linear polyrneriition 

M o  + M  ' M  M 
w 1  r Crosslinking 

M  , M 

Potymer chah 

Mo Chain radical 

M 

Figure 1.7 Possible reactions in the propagation step of the polymerization of a 
dimethacrylate (Aso, 1959) 

The diffusion rate of the propagating free radicals, the unreacted methacrylate molecules, 

and the pendant methacrylate species drastically reduces as the polymerization proceeds 

(Cook, 1985). This has been attributed to the effect of steric hindrance as the molecules 
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and approaches the polymerization temperature. As a result, at the termination of the 

polymerization process not al1 of the monomer's double bonds react. Studies using 

infrared spectroscopy have indicated that a significant percentage of the methacrylate 

groups (25 to 60%) remain unreacted (Asmussen, 1982, Asmussen, 1982, Peutzfeldt, 

1994). Furthemore, the percentage of unreacted methacrylate groups was found to be 

dependent on the curing depth. Ruyter and Oysaed showed that resin systems which were 

activated by UV or visible light only polymerized to a certain depth (Ruyter and Oysaed, 

1982) to which they referred to as the maximum curing depth. The authors found that the 

corresponding value varied according to the composition of different materials, from 2 to 

3 mm fi-om the light source. At depths lower than the maximum curing depth, a gradua1 

increase in the number of unreacted double bonds was observed. In addition, increasing 

the intensity of the light source itself, increases the degree of conversion of composite 

resins (Peutzfeldt, 1994, Nomoto et al., 1994). 

The optimal conversion of vinyl groups in composite resins was also found to be 

dependent on the monomer composition. Materials with relatively large quantities of the 

rigid Bis-GMA monomer have exhibited relatively poor conversions (Ruyter and Oysaed, 

1987, Sandner, 1997). The reason has been attributed to the high viscosity of Bis-GMA 

which restricts the mobility of reactive species, and reduces the probability of their 

random encounters (Chung and Greener, 1990). In contrast, diluent monomers such as 

TEGDMA contribute to an increase in the number of cross-links in the system due to 

their ease of mobility in the polymer matrix (Asmussen, 1992, Ruyter and Oysaed, 1987). 



flexible hexamethylenediurethane group in another oligomer produced an increase in the 

degree of conversion of the corresponding composites (Ruyter and Oysaed, 1987). More 

recent attempts have been made to synthesize flexible derivatives of the Bis-GMA 

monomer which yield to an increase in the conversion degree (Sadner, 1997). 

Aside fiom the monomer system, the initiator system (see Figure 1.6) also plays a role in 

the degree of conversion. Yoshida and Greener (1993) found that for unfilled resins, the 

degree of conversion was dependent on the ratio of CQ to DMAEM. A maximum degree 

of conversion was achieved when this ratio had a value of 3. 

The degree of conversion has shown to affect the mechanical properties of composite 

resins. For example, Watts et al. ascribed the increase in surface micro-hardness of 

selected anterior composites stored at 37°C to a progressive cross-linking reaction in the 

polymeric network of the materials following photopolymerization (Watts et al., 1986, 

Watts et al., 1987). Peutzfeldt (1994) reported an increase of in vitro occlusa1 Wear 

resistance with increasing degree of conversion for eight dual-cure resin cements. 

Yoshida and Greener (1993) found a positive linear correlation between the degree of 

conversion with the hardness and compressive strength of unfilled Bis-GMAITEGDMA 

based resins. 

Although optimal mechanical properties have been achieved with high degrees of 

conversion, it must be considered that excessive cross-linking can lead to clinically 



this volumetric contraction to the exchange of a vinyl double bond for two single covalent 

bond during the propagation step (see Figure 4.5), and to exchange of van der Waals 

bonds (Venhoven et al., 1993). Hence, in resin materials, the number of converted 

methacrylate groups per unit volume is an important factor in determining the curing 

contraction. Various composites have s h o w  polymerization shrinkage values ranging 

from 1.67 to 5.68 vol% (Goldman, 1983). Patel et al. studied the polymerization 

shrinkage of a range of poly(n-alkyl methacrylates) using densitometry (Patel et al., 

1987). They reported that the change in molar volume upon polymerizing a methacrylate 

ester was relatively constant at 22 cdrnol. Among the clinical implications of 

polymerization shrinkage, adhesive or cohesive failures due to the built up of interna1 

stresses should be mentioned (Jensen et al. 1985, Asmussen, 1975). More importantly, 

microleakage, the passage of fluids, bacteria, molecules, ions or air between a restorative 

material and a prepared cavity is one consequence of polymerization shrinkage (Jensen, 

1985). This can yield secondary caries and further impoverishes the biocompatibility of 

the material. 

In the context of biocompatibility, the quantity of leachable components from composites 

could also be iinked to the degree of cure in the polymer network (Ferracane and Condon, 

1990). The leaching of monomers has a potential impact on the structural stability and 

biocompatibility of the material. Inoue and Hayashi (Inoue and Hayashi, 1982) 

determined the concentration of residual monomers in some composite systerns 

immediately after setting by extracting the cured sarnples with tetrahydrofuran. They 
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composite and that elution reached a constant level after 3 days. Their data suggested that 

only 10% or less of the residual monomer could be eluted into water. Gerzina and Hume 

also reported the release of TEGDMA and BIS-GMA monomers by means of HPLC 

(Gerzina and Hume, 1994). Tanaka and coworkers have utilized gas-liquid 

chromatography and mass spectroscopy (GS-MS) to identifY large arnounts of TEGDMA 

and smaller arnounts of Bis-GMA that remained unreacted and eluted in water (Tanaka et 

al., 1991). Other studies on denture-based methacrylic polymers have also detected the 

presence of unreacted methyl methacrylate in saliva (Baker at al., 1988), and in distilled 

water (Koda et al., 1988). Clinically, eluted TEGDMA has been found to stimulate the 

growth of bacteria such as Streptococcus and Lactobacillus (Hanse1 at al., 1997) while 

Bis-GMA has been suggested to be potentially estrogenic (Olea et al., 1996). 

1.4 Biodegradation of dental composite resins 

Degradation of dental composite resins in vivo comprises two components; one part is 

caused by mechanical stresses, and a second part is due to chemical and enzymatic 

degradation of the composites in the oral cavity (van Groeningen., 1986). Although 

numerous studies have focused on the mechanical degradation or Wear of these materials 

(Winkler, 1991, Mazer, 1992, Okarnoto, 1993), fewer investigations have exarnined the 

chemical degradation at the molecular level. The latter is often referred to as 

biodegradation, meaning that the degradation is mediated, at least partially, by a 

biological system (Gopferich, 1996). 



mineralization (Asmussen, 1984), thermal variation (Mair, 1989), salivary types (Kao, 

1989, Mair, 199 1 ), pH changes (Lefebvre, 1 995), enzymatic degradation by hydrolysis 

(Munksgaard et al., 1990) or oxidation (Ruyter, 1988) could be cited. With the concern 

of the potential for chernical degradation of polymers in the oral cavity, enzymatic 

degradation has become of particular interest to several groups. Chauncey has classified 

the salivary enzymes into five major groups: 1) the carbohydrases, 2) the esterases, 3) the 

transferring enzymes such as catalases and oxidases, 4) the proteolytic enzymes such as 

proteinase and peptidase and 5) others, such as carbonic anhydrase and aldolase 

(Chauncey, 1961). In addition, these enzymes were found to originate from oral 

microorganisms, salivary glands, gingival crevicular fluid, polymorphonuclear 

leukocytes, epithelial cells and dietary constituents (Chauncey, 196 1). Later, the extent to 

which each of the above sources contributed to the total amount of salivary enzymes was 

determined, and oral microorganisrns were found to produce a large portion of these 

enzymes (Nakamura, 1983). Mean esterase activity in saliva has been found to be 

derived from epithelial cells (Larsen, 1991, Lindqvist, 1977). The presence of non- 

specific esterases in the matrix of partly mineralized bovine enamel has been shown to be 

a product of secretory ameloblasts (Moe, 1990). 

Many studies placed an emphasis on the relationship between enzymatic activity and 

periodontal diseases (Genco, 1984, Zambon et al., 1985). The high enzymatic activity in 

periodontitis patients has been partly attributed to the presence of a marked accumulation 

of bacterial dental plaque such as B. gingivalis in the periodontal pockets (Nakamura and 



periodontitis generate a cascade of host responses (Genco, 1984). Concomitantly, these 

responses lead to the destruction of periodontal tissues via enzyme activity (Cootauco, 

1993, Loesche, 1988). As an example, lymphocyte stimulation in the presence of bacteria 

engenders macrophage activation, which in turn can produce tissue destructive factors 

such as collagenase or oxidizing agents such as hydrogen peroxide (Genco, 1984). 

The above inflammatory responses c m  also be triggered when a foreign body is 

physically present in the biological tissues of the oral cavity. In cases of composite resins 

as foreign bodies, it was shown that oral streptococci adhered firmly to the surface of the 

materials and contributed to the formation of dental plaque (Yamamoto, 1989). 

Correspondingly, Harkes showed the dependence of Escherichia coli adhesion on the 

relative hydrophobicity of polymethacrylate based polymers (Harkes, 1991). Thus the 

adhered microorganisms could raise the enzymatic activity of hydrolases on the surface of 

these materials to higher levels than those in the saliva (Munksgaard et al., 1990). It has 

been postulated that this enzymatic activity could in turn potentially affect the mechanical 

stability of dental materials (Fotos, 1990). 

The hydrolytic action of enzymes on the surface of composite resins has been the subject 

of various investigations (Bean, 1994, Munksgaard et al., 1990) from the perspective of 

chemical degradation of the materials. Chernical degradation could cause a sofiening of 

the surface layers of resins and predispose the material to mechanical Wear during 

mastication (Larsen et al., 1991). Once the softened surface layers are removed, new 
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measure of enzymatic hydrolysis in literature has been micro-hardness testing. Al Mulla 

et al. (1989) saw no difference in the micro-hardness values between poly-methyl 

methacrylate denture based polymers incubated in water and in artificial saliva. Yet, 

other studies have confirmed the enzymatic softening of the resin matrix by micro- 

hardness measurements in vitro (Larsen et al., 1992, Munksgaard et al., 1990, Tsang, 

1994), and in vivo (van Groeningen, 1986). Larsen and Munksgaard reported a decrease 

in Wallace hardness values of the surface of Bis-GMNTEGDMA based polymers after 

treatment with porcine liver esterase for 48 hours (Larsen et al., 1991). The difference 

was marked only using a light test load (5 g). Hence, the authors attributed this effect to a 

superficial action of the esterase on the specimens by which the methacrylic acid 

biodegradation product was released, causing a plasticizing effect on the surface. 

Subsequently, the increased hydrophilicity of the surface could increase water uptake by 

the polymer rnatrix yielding to fùrther softening. 

The literature also discusses Wear testing as another mechanical rneasure of chernical 

degradation. Munksgaard and Freund observed a significantly greater mean loss of dry 

weight with Bis-GMA/TEGDMA specimens incubated in the presence of esterase than 

those with no enzyme (Munksgaard et al., 1990). In one experiment, simulating only 

proximal Wear processes (de Gee, 1995), an increased Wear was observed for commercial 

composite resins such as 2-100 subjected to porcine liver esterase, suggesting that the 

enzymatic effect c m  start directly at the surface of the composites. Only Heliomolar and 
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smooth surfaces allowing sufficient Iubrication to counteract enzymatic effects. 

One interesting aspect to consider relates to the formation of by-products from the 

degradation of composite resins. Oysaed, Ruyter and Kleven (1988) used HPLC and UV 

spectroscopy to demonstrate the release of formaldehyde fiom nine composite resins 

soaked in water for up to 11 5 days. The authors suggested two different mechanisms 

resulting in formaldehyde formation. The primary oxidation of unsaturated methacrylate 

groups in the presence of air was seen as a possibility in both unreacted monomers and 

pendant double bonds in the polyrner (Figure 1.8a). The decomposition of an alternating 

copolymer of methacrylate and oxygen, presumably formed during the initial stage of 

polyrnerization, could also lead to formation of formaldehyde (Figure 1.8b). The levels 

of released formaldehyde (up to 0.5 @m2) was discussed as a possible source of 

allergic reactions. 

HCHO I-iCHO 

Figure 1.8 Possible mechanism for a) the oxidation of a methacrylate group and b) 
the decomposition of oxygen methacrylate copolymer, with the 
formation of formaldehydes (Ruyter, 1981) 



methacrylate and benzoic acid fiom acrylic based dentures in a water medium, and in 

artificial saliva at different pH's (Koda et al., 1990). Methacrylic acid was isolated as a 

degradation product of the residual methyl methacrylate monomer, and benzoic acid was 

suspected to be denved fkom the benzoyl peroxide initiator. Although these studies did 

not make mention of the leaching of N,N-dimethyl p-toluidine, an additive present in 

acrylic dentures, other investigators have verified the presence of this additive (Shintani 

et al., 1993). 

The effect of esterase on Bis-GMA /TEGDMA polymerized mixtures has been 

investigated (Munksgaard et al., 1990, Larsen et al., 1990), and methacrylic acid was 

detected as a liberation product by means of HPLC. Munksgaard and Freund (1990) 

presumed that the latter product was derived fiom the degradation of those monomers 

only bonded in the matrix by one methacrylate group and neglected the possibility of the 

acid being leached frorn unreacted monomers. The study (Munksgaard et al., 1990) also 

demonstrated that the arnount of released methacrylic acid increased with the relative 

arnount of TEGDMA, the hydrolysis rate of the Iatter monomer being rapid when 

compared to other monomers. 

Bean et al. (1 994) used high performance thin layer chromatography (HPTLC) to analyze 

degradation products following incubation of commercial composite materials with non 

specific porcine liver esterase. The researchers succeeded in isolating some products, yet 

no further attempt was made to confirm their identification. Methacrylic acid and its 
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attack of unreacted monomers or short oligomers. Again, the TEGDMA monomer was 

shown to have a relatively high rate of enzymatic hydrolysis compared to other 

monomers, while Bis-GMA was not prone to an enzymatic attack. This was in 

accordance with other studies (Larsen et. al, 1991). 

Although most studies have focused on analyzing degradation at the level of the polymer 

matrix only, a few have taken into account the hydrolytic degradation at the fillerkesin 

interface. Arikawa et al (1995) compared the effect of water on the mechanical properties 

of unsilanated composites to those treated with a silane coupling agent(y- 

methacryloxypropyltrimethoxy silane). A significant decrease in maximum flexural 

strength was observed for silanated composites following a 60 day immersion in water, 

while no statistical difference was obtained with unsilanated ones. This effect was 

attributed to a bond failure between the filler and the matrix caused by the hydrolysis of 

the silane agent. Prior investigations have also suggested the occurrence of similar 

events (Calais et al., 1988, Soderholm et al., 1984, Mohsen and Craig, 1995). 

In addition to disturbing the structural stability of polymeric dental materials, chemical 

degradation has also a potential impact on biocompatibility. The interaction of these 

materials with cells at the molecular level could cause tissue reactions such as 

inflammation (Hansasuta et al., 1993), necrosis, immunogenesis and carcinogenesis 

(Wataha et al., 1994). Stanley et al. (Stanley et al., 1 979) assayed the irritation potential 

of eight ingredients of composite resins in two primates by placing the materials in 



GMA and TEGDMA, were considered to be irritants. 

From a cellular perspective, however, a new dimension was later uncovered. Rathbun at 

al. (1991) tested the cytotoxicity (protein synthesis rate) of one Bis-GMA based 

composite resin on a fibroblastic ce11 lines before and after extraction with ethanol, 

toluene or chloroform. Extraction of the unreacted components reduced the cytotoxic 

effects of the composite by 90%. On that account, an increase in the degree of 

polymerization was suggested as an improvement in the biocompatibility of composites. 

This was also supported by Caughrnan et al. (1990). These data suggested that direct 

contact of Bis-GMA with pulpal tissue may result in inflammation or necrosis. The 

concentrations which could pose a cellular risk on DNA and protein synthesis, were 

exarnined by Hanks and coworkers (1991). With concentrations of 5 pmol/L of Bis- 

GMA a depression of DNA synthesis was apparent at 8 hours, and, this toxic effect 

increased with time. The authors also measured the reversibility of the toxic effects by 

removing the resins from the ce11 culture medium. For Bis-GMA concentrations between 

5 and 10 prnol/L, the fibroblasts ce11 cultures appeared to lose their ability to recover. 

Nassiri at al. (1994) found a concentration of 50 prnol/L of a urethane dirnethacrylate 

monomer to totally inhibit cellular growth. The auihors used flow cytometry to determine 

the toxic level of this monomer. Morphological changes of periodontal ligament cells in 

the presence of commercial composites were observed by microscopy (Adams et al., 

1994, Adams et al., 1995) and vacuolation, ce11 dismption and ce11 loss were evident for 

most materials, each material exhibiting a distinctive pattern of ce11 injury. 



products of dental composite resins has contributed to a proper assessment of the 

potential damage of these products to tissues. 



2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 



The materials used in this study are categorized into two groups: 1) the components used 

in the preparation of the composite resins (see Table 2.1), and 2) the commercial 

composite resins, presented in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.1 Chernicals used in the synthesis of mode1 composite resins 

Materials Abbreviation Batch no Manufacturer 

2,2-bis[4-(2-hydroxy-3- 
methacryloyloxypropoxy) Bis-GMA 41 9-23-04 Esschem 
phenyl] propane (Essington, PA) 

Triethyleneglycol TEGDMA 419-33-04 Esschem 
dimethacrylate (Essington, PA) 

Carnphoroquinone CQ 1073-78- 1 Aldrich 
(Milwaukee, WI) 

2(dimethylamino)ethyl- DMAEM 2867-47-2 Aldrich 
methacrylate (Milwaukee, WI) 

~ i l i ca '  Aerosil 0 x 5 0  - - Degussa 
(Burlington, ON) 

'~e ros i l  0 x 5 0  is provided by Degussa (Burlington, ON). The hydrophilic filler has an 
average particle diarneter of 40 nrn. 



Materials Supplier Filler type Filler weight Average particle Monomer 
percent diarneter (pm) Composition 

Silux PIUS' 3M Colloidal 52 0.04 Bis-GMA/ 
silica TEGDMA 

z 1 002 3M Silanized 84.5 0.6 Bis-GMAi 
zirconia- TEGDMA 
siiica 

Urethane 
T P H ~  Caulk- Bariwn 77.5 Barium < 1 modified 

Dentsply glass-silica Silica: 0.04 Bis-GMA/ 
TEGDMA~ 

'~toffels, L.M, Brule, W.J., Silux Plus Anterior Restorative Product Profile, 1988, 3M 
Dental Product, St. Paul, MN 

2~estorative 2-100, Technical information, 3M Dental Products, St. Paul, MN 

3~~~ Total Performance Hybrid, Dentsply, The L.D. Caulk Division, Milford, DE 

4 ~ i s - ~ ~ ~ :  Bis-phenyl glycidyl dimethacrylate (see section 1.2, Figure 1.2) 
TEGDMA: Triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (see section 1.2, Figure 1.2) 

2.2 Composite resins preparation 

The first part of this section describes the synthesis of model methacrylate based 

polymeric composites, The second part will cover the photopolymerization of both 

model and commercial resin pastes into solid pellets. 

2.2.1 Preparation of model composite resins 

The synthesized composite resins were classified into four types according to their filler 

content which ranged fi-om 10 to 40%. The nomenclature of the composite resins was 



example, composite-1 O(1) defines a composite with 10% filler, and the number in 

parenthesis corresponds to the batch number. Table 2.3 represents the amount of each 

component used in the synthesis of these materials. 

Table 2.3 Composition of mode1 Bis-GMAITEGDMA based composite resins ( al1 
amounts are in grams) 

Composite components Composite- 1 O Composite-20 Composite-30 Composite-40 

Silica filler 6.0 12.0 18.0 24.0 
(Aerosil OX-50) 

Bis-GMA (monomer) 40.3 35.8 3 1.5 27.0 

TEGDMA 13.4 11.9 1 0.5 9.0 
(diluent rnonomer) 

Carnphorquinone (CQ) O. 16 O. 14 O. 13 0.1 1 
(initiator) 

Dimethylarninoethyl 0.05 1 0.045 0.042 0.03 5 
methacrylate(DMAEM) 
(reducing agent) 

In order to facilitate the handling of the viscous Bis-GMA monomer, the monomer was 

warmed at room temperature for one hour prior to the addition of other components. The 

Bis-GMA monomer was mixed with a diluent monomer, TEGDMA, in a glass vessel for 

10-20 minutes at 500 rpm using a shear dispersion rotor blade (Type P4, Bowers, 

Stratford, ON), specifically designed for highly viscous mixtures. The speed of the blade 

was selected such that a homogeneous monomer mixture could be obtaiiied. The mixing 

was conducted at room temperature. The vessel was immersed in an ice bath and covered 

with aluminum foi1 to prevent both heat induced polymerization, created by shear of the 



viscous monomer system, and, Iight initiated polymerization. The relative ratio of the 

blade to the vessel interna1 diameter was 1:1.7, with the blade positioned at a distance 

half that of the vessel diameter fiom the bottom of the vessel for efficiency and 

consistency of filler distribution (Aerosil, Technical information, Degussa, Burlington, 

ON). A schematic representation of the mixing vessel is shown in Figure 2.1. 

Filler addition 

4 Mixing vesse1 

4 Ice bath 
OD=6.9 cm 4 

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the synthesis apparatus 

The weight ratio of Bis-GMA to TEGDMA was kept at 75/25 weight ratio for al1 

materials. At this ratio composite resins manifest optimal mechanical properties and 

degree of polymerization conversion (Kalachandra and Turner, 1987, Beatty et al., 1993). 

The initiator, carnphorquinone (CQ) was added subsequently at 0.3% by weight of the 

total monomer (Stecher, 1980), followed by the addition of dimethyl aminoethyl 

methacrylate (DMAEM) as the reducing agent. The weight ratio of DMAEM to CQ was 

maintained at 3 for a maximum degree of conversion (Yoshida and Green, 1993). The 
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obtained. 

The next step consisted of the addition of the silica filler (Degussa, Burlington, ON). 

This was done by gradually adding the filler into the vortex of the monomer mixture, over 

a period of 40 minutes, at 650 rpm. After this time, the filler was usually well dispersed 

in the monomer system, i.e. a visibly homogeneous mixture was obtained. For the highly 

filled materials, composite-30 and composite-40, 15 and 30 mL of HPLC grade acetone 

(Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) were added respectively to ease the filler dispersion in the 

monomer mixture. The acetone was added intermittently in between the filler addition, 

and was subsequently evaporated under vacuum at a pressure of less than one torr, until 

ail the removal of the solvent was insured. Al1 prepared mode1 materials were based on 

60 g of total mixture, excluding the solvent contribution. Composite resins were then 

transferred to a clean glass container and stored in the refiigerator until required. 

2.2.2 Test sample preparation 

At the time of use, the composite mixtures (commercial and mode1 ones) were allowed to 

reach room temperature for 30 minutes. Prior to handling composites, al1 tools and molds 

were cleaned with a 70% ethanol solution. A ~ ~ l a r ~ ~  slide was attached to one side of a 

~ e f l o n ~ ~  mold and the composite resin paste was inserted . Composite-10 and 

composite-20 were inserted via a syringe, while the more viscous composite-30 and 

composite-40 were scooped in by a spatula. A second ~ ~ l a r ~ ~  slide was then fixed on 

top of the mold and clamped tightly in place (see Figure 2.2). Composite resin materials 



were subsequentiy pnotopoiymerizea Inro cyiinaricai pellets (+mm neignr x +mm 

diameter, surface area = 0.75 mm2) by exposing each side of the mold to the tip of a 

c~iring light unit (Visilux 2, 3M) for 40 seconds respectively. The mold was specifically 

designed to allow for an optimal curing depth of 2 mm (Caughman et al., 1995, Ruyter 

and Oysed, 1982). The curing was carried out at an intensity of approximately 400 

w/cm2 at a wavelength range of 400-500 nm corresponding to that of blue light. This 

intensity was measured using an intensity-meter (Visilux 2, 3M, St.Pau1, MN), and was 

verified three times during the curing procedures. The above experimental conditions 

corresponded to the methods carried out by Tsang (1994). The ~ ~ l a r ~ ~  slides were then 

removed and sarnples were further cured for 30 seconds on each side. Cylindrical 

polymer pellets were pushed out of the molds and dried in a vacuum oven (76 mmHg) at 

60°C for 48 hours to ensure removal of additional solvent prior to the biodegradation 

experiment, and to enhance curing (Ferracane and Condon, 1992). 

II* Glass slide 
v ~ y l a r ' ' '  shect 

4 mm TeflonT" mold 
A 

Figure 2.2 Cross-sectional view of the mold-resin photoinitiation system 



Cholesterol esterase (CE) was selected as the enzyme of choice since it represents one of 

the many enzymes synthesized by macrophages (Nathan, 1987) which are located at sites 

of inflammation (William, 198 1). In the oral cavity, inflarned tissues are often associated 

with the periodontal pocket. Composite restorations located in this area could have direct 

interactions with this, or sirnilar enzymes. In addition, as reported in the review of 

literature, saliva itself has an esterase component. The CE used in this study originated 

from bovine pancreas (Genzyme diagnostics, Cambridge, MA). The solution was 

prepared by dissolving the enzyme into a 0.05 M PBS buffer solution at a concentration 

of 1 unitlml, and was stored at -80°C until required. One unit was defined as a change of 

absorbante of 0.01 ODImin at 410 nrn using p-nitrophenylacetate as a substrate at pH 7.0 

and 25°C (Labow, 1981). Al1 solutions were sterile filtered using a 0.22 pm filter unit 

(Millex-GS, Millipore, Milford, MA). Prior to the incubation of the sarnples with 

enzyme, a half life study was conducted to assess the effect of the polymer pellets on the 

activity of cholesterol esterase (Appendix 8.7). No significant difference was observed 

for the enzyme half life in the presence of composite resins. 

Prior to the biodegradation experiment, al1 samples were incubated in PBS (Phosphate 

saline buffer) solution (pH=7) for 48 hours at 37OC. The latter step was carried out in 

order to remove a significant portion of the leachable unreacted monomers from the 

samples (Santerre and Shajii, 1997). Samples were then removed, washed with double 

distilled H 2 0  and dried with sterile gauze. For each material, the experiment was then 

divided into three groups: the buffer control group (composite-PBS), the enzyme treated 
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control group contained 10 sterile vials, each with 3 composite samples, (see Section 4.2 

for sarnple preparation) initially immersed in 1 mL of pH 7.0 PBS solution, and 

replenished daily with 100 pl of the sarne solution. Another 30 samples were incubated 

in 10 sterile vials, each containing I mL of PBSICE solution, replenished daily with 100 

pL of 1 U/ml of the CE solution. This group was labeled as the enzyme treated group. 

The total surface area of the samples for each of these groups was approximately 22.6 

cm2. The selected surface area corresponded to 30 samples which were loaded into 10 

glass vials. This surface area was selected in order to assure sufficient generation of 

biodegradation products, and was based on previous work with polyurethanes (Santerre et 

al., 1994). It should be noted that only half of the quantity of released products from the 

commercial com~osite resins (corresponding to a composite surface area of 1 1.3 cm2) 

was required to permit the detection of products by HPLC analysis. A third group, or 

enzyme control group consisted of 10 sterile vials, each enclosing 1 mL of PBS/CE 

solution, also replenished daily with 100 PL of the CE solution. No samples were present 

in this group, and the samples were used to assess the effectiveness of the enzyme 

removal protocol in preparation for liquid chromatography analysis. The vials in al1 three 

test groups were incubated at 37OC. 

The commercial composite resins ( 2100, Silux Plus and TPH) were incubated for two 

time points, 8 and 16 days, and composite sarnples for each time period were distinct 

from each other. At the end of each incubation period the solutions from each of the vials 

within a test group were pooled, and one half of the solutions (equivalent to products 



was stored for further need. Composite resins were then removed. In each group and 20 

test specimens from each test group were selected for micro-hardness testing. 

The mode1 composite resin sarnples were incubated for 8, 16 and 32 days. At the end of 

each time period, the entire volume of incubation solutions for a particular test group 

(equivalent to products released from 22.6 cm2 of sarnples) were collected for HPLC 

analysis. The composite sarnples were then replenished with volumes of the 

corresponding solutions and the incubation continued. For each group triplicate 

biodegradation experiments were carried out (n=3). 

2.4 Product extraction 

The pooled incubation solutions for each group, recovered from the different incubation 

experiments, were subsequently processed prior to canying out liquid chromatography 

analysis. The CE containing groups were filtered with a MiIlipore UF-15 filter device to 

remove proteins having molecular weights greater than 10,000. Sarnples were 

centrifuged using a Clinical mode1 centrifuge (Centrifuge international equipment Co., 

Needham, MA) at 2400 W M  (700xg). 

Al1 solutions from each test group (including the enzyme filtered solutions) associated 

with commercial composite resin experiments were vacuum freeze dried (Flexi-Dry, FTS 

systems Inc., Stone ridge, NY). The residual products were then dissolved into high 

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade acetone (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) and 



composites' biodegradation products. The dissolution and centrifugation step was 

repeated 3 times. The resulting organic phase was transferred to a clean glass vial and 

evaporated by nitrogen purge. 

Incubation solutions from the model composite resins undenvent a liquid-liquid 

extraction. To each group 10 ml of HPLC grade chloroform (Caledon, Georgetown, ON) 

was added and samples were shaken vigorously for 5 minutes (Vortex-Genie, Scientific 

Industries Inc., Bohemia, NY). The supernatant was kept and re-extracted 3 times, 

repeating the above protocol.. The organic phase was transferred into a clean glass vial 

and evaporated under a nitrogen strearn. 

Al1 residual degradation products, related to both commercial and model materials, were 

subsequently reconstituted into a filtered HPLC mobile phase composed of 10% HPLC 

grade methanol (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA) and 90% pH 7.0, 2 mM ammonium 

acetate buffer. The latter buffer was prepared using a 99.99% ammonium acetate salt 

(Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) and adjusted to a pH of 7.0 by ammonium hydroxide (Aldrich, 

Milwaukee, WI) solution. Prior to injection, the reconstituted samples were centrifuged 

at 2400 RPM (700xg) with a low binding cellulose filter device (Millipore Ultra free-CL) 

having a 5000 MW cutoff. 



Two techniques were used to separate and identify the biodegradation products of the 

composite resins; high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) coupled with UV 

spectroscopy and mass spectroscopy (MS). In this section, both these analytical systems 

will be described in detail. 

2.5.1 High Performance Liquid Chrornatography (HPLC) 

Liquid chromatography is a separation process based on interactions between a stationary 

phase (column), a mobile phase (solvent) and the solute molecules (sarnple). A block 

diagram of the HPLC apparatus is shown in Figure 2.3. 

Pump and 
gradicnt systcm 

Pressure and 
flow indicaior 

w Injection unit 

. Inlinc 
column filter 

Guardpnk 
column filtcr 

v 

Column 

'1 inu 

Data acquisition Data processing ? 

Figure 2.3 Block diagram of high performance liquid chromatography 



injector (watersTM U6K manual injector) and into the colurnn, where the solvent 

equilibrates with the solid column packing (stationary phase), exits to the flow ce11 

detector (Waters 996 PDA detector) and is then transferred out to the waste (Figure 4.3). 

Pressure, flow rate, and composition of the solvent mixture are monitored by a watersTM 

600 controller. Mobile phase is prepared daily and degassed by sonication prior to 

equilibration of the system, and continuously sparged with helium (99.9% purity) during 

the HPLC runs. Each sample is dissolved in the mobile phase and is delivered to the 

system through the injector. The pressurized mobile phase strearn then carries the sarnple 

to the column where separation occurs. A Waters inline column filter (SS, 0.22prn), and 

a guard pack colurnn filter (pbondapak, C 18) serve to remove residual micro-particles 

and proteins fiom the sample. Separated compounds pass through the detector flow ce11 

which translates concentration changes to a signal voltage. Data is recorded by a 

computer software (Millenniurn 2010) as a chromatogram and is plotted as UV 

absorbance as a function of retention time. Quantitation is achieved by integrating the 

area under each peak (pV.sec) and expressing those values as concentrations by running 

appropriate standards. 

Since separation occurs in the column, it is important to focus Our attention on the solid- 

liquid interaction between the mobile phase, sample and the column packing material. 

The relative strength of these interactions is determined by the polarity of these three 

elements. If the polarities of the stationary and mobile phases are similar then it is likely 

that the interactions of solutes with each phase may also be similar leading to poor 



stationary phase is lower relative to that of the solvent. As a consequence, these columns 

are ernployed with very polar solvent mixtures such as methanollwater or 

acetonitrilelwater mixtures (Scott, 1994). Solutes are therefore distributed between the 

non polar stationary phase and a polar mobile phase. The non polar solutes will interact 

with the stationary phase and will travel through the system more slowly than the polar 

solutes which favor the mobile phase. Consequently, the resulting distribution of solutes 

could be changed by changing the difference in polarity between the column packing and 

the mobile phase. Many parameters affect the polarity of the mobile phase, arnong which 

composition, concentration, type, pH, and temperature could be mentioned. 

Product isolation in this study was based on a reverse phase chrornatographic process. 

The column (Waters Co., 8mm x 1 OOmm), was packed using silica, bonded with aliphatic 

hydrocarbon chains, comrnonly known as C l8  (Figure 2.4). One factor which limits the 

use of silica bonded columns is the pH range. Stable columns can only be maintained 

between pH 3 to pH 8 (Waters, Care and use manual); below pH 3 the bonded group may 

be removed and above pH 8 silica is soluble in the mobile phase (Lindsay, 1992). The 

bonded phase (10pm average particle size) is protected by a plastic radial pak cartridge 

( R C M ~ ~ ) .  This Waters "radial compression system" reduces interparticle voids by 

applying a hydrostatic pressure to the flexible column walls. Since the bonded phase 

particle size is in the micrometer range, a high pressure should be applied for the mobile 

phase to flow through the cotumn, hence the narne high pressure liquid chromatography. 
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Figure 2.4 Bonded phase octyldecylsilane (ODS) or Cl8 

A measwe of the column quality is the extent of peak spreading. One problem with any 

forrn of chromatography is that the longer the solute spends in the system, the more 

dispersed it becomes (Figure 2.5). With a more efficient chromatographic column, the 

band spreading will be less (Lindsay, 1992). It is therefore desirable to measure the peak 

width, and obtain from it, a measure of the column performance or efficiency. The 

efficiency of the column used in this study was reported as 4700 plates. 

Figure 2.5 Band spreading by diffusion of the solute along the column (Scott, 1994) 
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products in this study . 

Table 2.4 HPLC gradient method of separation of composite resins products 

Retention time Flow rate Methanol ~ u f f e r  ' dd H 2 0  Curve 
(min) (ml/min) (%) (%> (%) 

O 1 .O 10 90 O 
10 1 .O 46 54 O linear 
70 1 .O 73 27 O linear 
80 1 .O 1 O0 O O linear 
100 1 .O O O 1 O0 linear 
110 1 .O 10 90 O linear 

1. The buffer consisted of a 2mM ammonium acetate buffer, pH 7.0. 

In a sample consisting o f  many different components, it is almost impossible to choose a 

mobile phase that yields a good resolution for al1 components. The choice of a gradient 

system improves resolution by altering the composition of the mobile phases during 

separation. In the current work, the starting mobile phase was a 90110 mixture of 

buffer/methanol. This prevented precipitation of residual proteins from the samples into 

the HPLC system. The organic degradation products are eluted as the percentage of 

methanol is increased over time. Since this increase is gradua1 the pressure in the system 

is also graduaily raised. Among the disadvantages of a gradient system are the long run 

times and the expensive equipment. 

The Waters HPLC systern used for this research was equipped with a photodiode array 

detector. In this system, polychromatic UV radiation passes through the sample and is 

subsequently dispersed by a fixed grating. The energy falls upon an array of photodiodes. 

Each diode measures a narrow band of wavelengths in the spectrum. Since the PDA has 

a parallel data acquisition, al1 points in the spectrum are simultaneously measured 



facilitates product identification. Moreover, displaying different spectra for a retention 

tirne associated with a product peak provides information on peak purity. In the instance 

where offset points for a peak are superimposed and the spectra show overlay, the 

products can be considered to be relatively pure. As well, the PDA detector is an 

effective aid for the selection of the wavelength at which product peaks manifest their 

optimum absorbance. For this study, al1 data are reported at 2 15 nrn. 

2.5.2 Ion spray mass spectroscopy 

The mass spectroscopic analysis of the isolated biodegradation products were carried out 

at the Laboratory of Carbohydrate Research Centre, University of Toronto, on a Perkin- 

ElmerISciex (Concord, Ontario) API-III triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. The 

mobile phase used in this system consisted of a solution of 90% ammonium acetate 2mM 

buffer (pH=7.0) and 10% methanol. The mobile phase was purnped at a flow rate of 0.02 

mllmin using a LKB Bromma (Sweden) HPLC pump. The voltage applied to the tip of 

the ion spray needle was 5.00 kV, and the voltage applied to the orifice (where the ions 

pass into the spectrometer) was 80 volts. Depending on the concentration of products, 

injection volumes were varied fiom 1 to 20 PL. 

Figure 2.6 Block diagram of a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer 
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Figure 2.6. In this system, the injected sarnple evaporates under a vacuum in the 

ionization chamber. The ionization process transfers energy to the neutral molecule in 

the vapor state (Watson, 1985), giving the neutral molecule sufficient energy to eject one 

of its own electrons and hence becornes charged with a positive charge. In such a 

manner, ionic species are generated and accelerated through an 80 volt potential. The 

first quadrupole detects the rnolecular ion. The molecular ion is any ion detected during 

the dissociation process. At this point, a molecular mass spectrurn is produced and 

scanned by the mass analyzer, and the analog signal produces peaks where the intensities 

are proportional to the abundance of the ions. The spectrum is recorded as relative 

intensities versus masslcharge ratio ( d z ) ,  where the relative intensity of a given peak 

uses the most intense peak as a reference. Additional products can be observed if salts 

are present in the mobile phase or in the sample (e.g. m a + ,  MK*, MNH'~). 

In order to further identi@ the structure of peaks related to the parent spectrum, an 

MS/MS method is employed. Here the rnolecular or parent ion is transferred to the 

second quadrupole, in which the ionic species is further ionized under an argon gas. 

Hence, the second quadrupole serves as a collision charnber. The pressure of the 

collision gas in this quadrupole determines the degree of fragmentation. Experiments 

conducted in this study required a pressure range of 200-250 torr. Fragmented ions are 

named daughter ions. The third quadrupole is used to scan al1 the fragmented products 

from the second quadrupole. Mass to charge ratios of 100 to 2000 a.m.u typically have a 

standard deviation o f f  0.5 a.m.u. 



Since enzymehaterial interactions are prominent on the surface of biomaterials, and, 

because surface properties cannot always be predicted from bulk observation (Gardella et 

al., 1996), it becomes important to evaluate those characteristics which are unique to the 

surface. In this study, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, surface micro-hardness analysis 

and scanning electron microscopy are used as surface analysis techniques. 

2.6.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), or Electron spectroscopy for chernical analysis 

(ESCA), provides an analysis for al1 elements, except for hydrogen and heliurn, within the 

top 1-20 nm of any solid surface which is stable under vacuum (Andrade, 1985). 

A Emitted photoelectron 

Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of the interaction between an X-ray (hv) with 
an orbital electron (Andrade, 1985) 

The theoretical foundation of XPS lies in Einstein's photoelectric effect 

E, z h y  - E, 

where Eb is the electron binding energy, El is the electron kinetic energy and hv is the 

photon energy. Hence, given that the photon energy is greater than the binding energy of 

the electron in the atom, the electron is then ejected from the atom (Figure 4.7) with a 

kinetic energy approximately equal to the difference between the photon energy and the 



identified by the characteristic energy required to release a specific eIectron from a 

particular elements. 

Sarnples were cleaned with 1,1,2 tricholorotrifluoroethane (TCTFE) to remove traces of 

silicone contamination. Composite resin pellets were mounted on a holder with the 

surface to be analyzed facing upward, and placed in the high vacuum analysis charnber. 

The incident X-ray photons interact with the atomic and molecular orbital in the sample 

and a fraction of photoelectrons are emitted and analyzed by the analyzer (Figure 2.8). 

The output is a spectrum of photoelectron intensity versus binding energy which allows 

for elemental identification to be made. Quantitation is achieved my measuring the area 

under each peak and applying the correct sensitivity factor. The latter is a measure of the 

likelihood of an electron being emitted. 

Computer output 

X-ny Kinetic 
source energy 
hV analyzer 
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Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram of an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy experiment 
(Andrade, 1985) 
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Al ~ ' a  and Mg K a  (Briggs, 1990) because these materials provide a stable, reliable, 

monochromatic beam. For the methacrylate based composite resins an Al K a  source, 

with a higher photon energy and a higher X-ray width than Mg K a  was employed. 

The depth of analysis varies depending on the sarnple type and the take-off angle, 8, at 

which the sarnple is placed relative to the detector (Sahi et al., 1996). The angle of 

detection could be changed by tilting the sample from 15 to 90". While the path travelled 

by the light is fixed given the X-ray source and sarnple are constant, it is clear that the 

penetration depth increases as the angle is increased from 15 to 90" (Figure 2.8) 

T o  detector 
A 

Figure 2.9 Variable angle XPS method showing as theta decreases, the effective 
electron travel distances increases (Andrade, 1985) 

' The notation K a  corresponds to the K orbital for X-ray emission, X-rays with different energies have 
different penetration depths and different names. 
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analyzed at the Centre for Biomaterials, University of Toronto, using a Leybold Max 200 

X-ray photoelectron spectrometer. 

2.6.2 Surface micro-hardness analysis 

A lack of sensitivity, relative to change in filler content, was found to exist for the 

hardness measurement technique with the mode1 composite materials, having filler 

contents less than 40% by weight. Hence micro-hardness measurements were only 

performed on commercial composite resins which had greater than 40% filler content. 

Twenty sampIes were selected for a Vickers micro-hardness analysis. The commerical 

composite resins were washed with double distilled water to remove impurities and 

residual proteins fiom the surface. They were then dried with sterile gauze pads. 

A Miniload hardness tester (Leitz Wetzlar, Germany) was employed to perform Vickers 

indentations. The lamp was switched on 15 minutes before using the instrument. A 

rnicroscopic image of the surface was focused on, using the 20 x magnification objective 

with the coarse adjustment. A smooth surface was selected for indentation. The testing 

diarnond was moved into the indenting position by a rotating a turret, and the cable was 

released. The diarnond slowly descended on the surface sample (25-30 seconds). The 

commercial composite resins required a minimum weight of 300 g r a s  for a clear 

indentation to be produced. The indenting unit was raised and the sarnple was initially 

focused on with the 20 x objective, and subsequently re-focused on with the 40 x 

objective. At this magnification, the length of the indentation diagonal was measured 



(Figure 2.6). 

1854x M 
H, = 

d 2  

where Hv= Vickers Hardness in ~g,/rnrn~ 

M= Mass of the load in grarns 

d= length of the indentation diagonal in pm 

Figure 2.10 Vickers Micro-hardness indentation 

2.6.3 Scanning electron microscopy 

Samples were analyzed at the Faculty of Dentistry, University of Toronto, using a Hitachi 

S 2500 scanning electron microscope (Hitachi LTD, Mito City, Japan), and, viewed at 10, 

20 and 40 kV operating voltages. Prior to analysis, composite resins were coated with 

3nm platinum on a SC5 15 SEM coating system (Polaron equipment Ltd). 
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A Scheffe one way analysis of variance was used to interpret the micro-hardness data of 

the commercial composite resins. The categories were selected as the material groups, 

i.e. 8 days buffer control, 8 days CE treated, 16 days buffer control and 16 days CE 

treated. The variable to be measured was the micro-hardness of the composites. The 

number of sarnples in each group was 20. Micro-hardness results were expressed as 

means f standard errors with a confidence interval of 95%. 

Amounts of the products released by the mode1 materials were expressed by the areas 

under the product peaks. A Scheffe analysis of variance was applied for each composite, 

with the independent variable being areas under product peaks. The different categories 

were represented by the different product peaks. The nurnber of samples in each group 

was 3. Areas under product peaks were expressed as means f standard errors. 



3.0 RESULTS 



section contains data related to the study of commercial composite resins (Silux Plus, Z- 

100 and TPH), and comprises micro-hardness, high performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) and mass spectroscopy (MS) analysis. The second section is dedicated to mode1 

synthetic composite resins and consists of results derived from HPLC, MS, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

3.1 Commercial composite resins 

The three commercial materials, Silux Plus, 2-100 and TPH, differ by their filler to 

monomer ratio, as well as their monomer chemistry (Table 4.2). It is of interest to 

consider the importance of the latter variables with respect to the biodegradation of the 

composite resins, when these are exposed to enzyme. 

3.1.1 Surface micro-hardness analysis 

Mean Vickers surface micro-hardness data (kg/mm2) for al1 three materials are reported in 

Table 3.1. Resin samples that were incubated in enzyme solutions are indicated in Table 

3.1 by a (+) sign, those incubated with buffer are denoted by a (-) sign. Dry baseline 

corresponds to samples for which micro-hardness values were measured following 48 

hours drying at 60°C in a vacuum oven (see Section 2.2.2). Micro-hardness values of 

sarnples following 2 days incubation in PBS buffer (see Section 2.3), are labeled as 

"hydrated baseline". For the purpose of statistical analysis, 20 samples were selected 

from each experimental group, and their hardness values were averaged. Since three 

indentations were made on each sample, six diagonals were measured, and the statistical 



Table 3.1 Mean Vickers surface micro-hardness results for composites incubated in 
enzyme and control solution media for 8 and 16 days, at pH 7.0 and 
37OC. 

Mean Vickers micro-hardness (kg/mm2) 

2- 1 O0 Silux Plus TPH 
Incubation time 

(days) 

Dry baseline 

H ydrated 
baseline 

8 days 

16 days 

Following incubation of sarnples in the buffer media for 48 hours (hydrated baseline), a 

significant decrease in micro-hardness values (p<0.05) is observed for al1 three materials. 

However, after an additional 8 day incubation in buffer, the reported micro-hardness 

values show a significant increase for al1 commercial materials when compared to the 

hydrated baseline corresponding values. Between 8 and 16 days incubation in buffer 

media, 2- 100 shows the largest reduction in micro-hardness values, from 109.5 kg/mm2 

at 8 days to 105.9 kg/rnm2 at 16 days. While Silux Plus and TPH also show a decrease in 

hardness with increased buffer incubation time, the differences are smaller relative to 

those for 2-1 00. Furthermore, the decrease in micro-hardness from 8 to 16 days is not 

statistically significant for the TPH material incubated in the PBS buffer. ft is observed 

that at 8 days, al1 composite resins manifest a significant drop in micro-hardness values 

Cholesterol 
esterase 

NA 

NA 

- 
+ 

- 
+ 
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Although at 16 days this difference is not statistically significant for Silux Plus and TPH 

composite resins, it remains significant for 2-100 which manifests a decrease in hardness 

of 3 kg/mm2 from the buffer to the enzyme treated samples at 16 days. Cornparisons 

between the enzyme treated sarnples show a small and non-significant decrease between 

the 8 and the 16 day tirne points for al1 composites. 

3.1.2 Isolation of biodegradation products 

Cholesterol esterase (CE) is thought to cataiyze the hydrolysis reaction between water and 

the polymer surface, yielding the release of biodegradation products. Although changes 

in surface micro-hardness for the three selected materials are observed with incubation 

time and exposure to enzyme, these changes do not exclude effects such as swelling of 

the polymer matrix, and therefore are not considered an accurate measure of the 

biochemical degradation process (Santerre and Shajii, 1997). Hence, HPLC in 

combination with UV spectroscopy is considered to be an indispensable tool for the 

evaluation of the enzyme induced biodegradation. These provide for a means of isolation 

and quantification of the released products associated with the hydrolysis reaction. 

Figure 3.1 represents HPLC chromatograms of degradation products released from 2-1 00 

sarnples (equivalent to an estirnated total surface area of 1 1.3 cm2) following incubation 

with PBS buffer and CE enzyme for 16 days, at 37OC and pH 7.0. The selected figure 

exemplifies a typical chromatogram obtained from any of the three materials studied (see 

Appendix 8.2). Chromatograrns for the TEGDMA monomer standard and incubated 



enzyme are atso snown on r igure 3.1. 1 ne r;nrumaiugrams wert: rewrueu ai a u v 

wavelength of 21 5 nm. The top chromatogram denotes the components of a standard 

TEGDMA monomer. The main component (Le. pure TEGDMA) has a retention time of 

44 minutes, while a peak at 22 minutes is also associated with this standard. No products 

with similar retention times were isolated in the enzyme only sarnple (CE, no composite). 

Furtherrnore, the latter shows little evidence of peaks associated with the enzyme itself. 

Hence, this chromatograrn illustrates the ability of the selected extraction method to 

eliminate residual enzyme components fiom the composite resins biodegradation 

products. 

2100. PBS conlrol 

22 min 

22 min 

17 min ' I z/OO.CE lest 

CE. n9 composiie I , '  

44min 

44 min 

43 min 

0 1 O 20 30 40 50 

Retention time (minutes) 

Figure 3.1 HPLC analysis of degradation products released from 2-100 (surface 
area=11.3 cm2) following incubation with buffer and enzyme for 16 
days at 37OC and pH 7.0. 

In total, five dominant peaks are associated with the composite samples. The peak with a 

retention time of 22 minutes is present in both buffer incubated sarnples (PBS) and 
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minutes is specifically associated with the enzyme incubated sanlples, while the peak at 

44 minutes is only detected in the PBS treated group. The peak at 17 minutes is neither 

associated with the enzyme nor the 2-100 material since it is present in al1 three test 

conditions. The latter peak is believed to be specifically associated with the PBS buffer 

solution. The chromatograms for the composite resin TPH (see Appendix 8.2, material 

TPH) also shows an additional peak at 53 minutes. This peak appears only in the enzyme 

incubated composite sarnples, but is not found in either Silux Plus or 2-100 test solutions. 

Another peak is detected at 15 minutes in the CE group and for al1 composite resins. 

UV spectra of the standard TEGDMA monomer, the biodegradation product peak with a 

retention time of 44 minutes, and the product with a 22 minute peak are respectively 

represented by spectra a), b) and c) in Figure 3.2. Both 44 and 22 minute peaks show UV 

absorbance spectra similar to those of the TEGDMA monomer standard, indicating that 

these specific products are likely related to the latter monomer. 

(cl 
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Figure 3.2 UV spectra for isolated products related to: a) TEGDMA monomer 
standard, b) TEGDMA product (44 minutes), c) TEGDMA-derived 
product (22 minutes). 



and the 44 minute peaks (Figure 3.2) in that it exhibits peak UV absorbance values at 

high wavelengths (i.e. greater than 215 nrn), near 230 nm and 280 nm. These high 

absorbance values are typically associated with conjugated components (Peters et al., 

1974). The principal monomer component in 2- 100 which contains conjugated double 

bonds is Bis-GMA. Accordingly, it is hypothesized that the 43 minute peak, for the 

enzyme incubated samples, is related to a product derived fiom the Bis-GMA component 

of the composite resin. In the same manner, the peak at 53 minutes, eluted from the TPH 

composite resin (Figure 3.3b) atso has a similar spectrum to the 43 minute peak, 

indicating that this product is possibly derived from Bis-GMA. The UV spectrum of the 

peak eluted at 15 minutes, for the enzyme treated samples is also given in Figure 3.3. 

This product is distinct from the other spectra in that it has a relatively high absorbance at 

233 nrn. 

00 220 240 250 280 '360' ' '320' ' 

Wavelength (nrn) 

Figure 3.3 UV spectra for isolated products related to: a) non-TEGDMA-derived 
product (43 minutes), b) TPH composite only (53 minutes) and c) 15 
minute peak, 



composite resin are presented in Figure 3.4. Note that the x-axis represents retention 

times associated with different products while the y-axis corresponds to the area under 

each product peak. It is observed that the TEGDMA derived product at 22 minutes is 

present in higher amounts for the enzyme treated group (CE) as compared to the PBS 

buffer group, for both 8 and 16 days. The amount of the latter cornpound, for both CE 

and PBS conditions, increases fiom 8 to 16 days. Yet, this increase fiom 8 to 16 days, is 

less than the arnount released over the first 8 days. Pure TEGDMA monomer is present 

in the PBS group for both 8 and 16 days, while its amount is negligible in the enzyme 

treated group. The quantity of the proposed Bis-GMA-derived product at 43 minutes 

shows an increase fiom 8 to 16 days incubation with enzyme, but remains negligible in 

the buffer group. 

PBS, 8 days 

I CE, 8 days 

I PBS, 16 days 

C E ,  16 days 

22 min 43 min 44 min 

Products 

Figure 3.4 Peak areas associated with isolated products released from the 2-100 
composite resins (surface area=11.3 cm2) following 8 and 16 days 
incubation with buffer and enzyme solutions at 37OC and pH 7.0. 



incubation, a11 three major products are released in higher amounts for the Silux Plus 

material (Figure 3.5) relative to 2-100 (Figure 3.4) and TPH (Figure 3.6). Pure 

TEGDMA monomer (44 minutes) associated with the Silux Plus material shows a 

considerable decrease fiom 8 to 16 days while the arnount of the TEGDMA derived 

product (22 minutes) remains relatively constant in buffer. Again, the latter product is 

present in higher quantities for samples incubated in enzyme (CE) as compared to their 

buffer counterparts (PBS). No considerable increase in the release of the proposed Bis- 

GMA derived product (43 minutes) is observed from 8 to 16 days. 

1.80 . 
. PBS, 8 days 

C E ,  8 days 

ô 1.40 . 
9) #a PBS, 16 days 
<n 

C E ,  16 days 

22 min 43 min 44 min 

Products 

Figure 3.5 Peak areas associated with isolated products released from the Silux Plus 
composite resins (surface area=llJ cm2) following 8 and 16 days 
incubation with buffer and enzyme solutions at 37OC and pH 7.0. 

Figure 3.6 represents products eluted from the TPH composite resin. The urethane based 

TPH composite resin is distinct from 2-100 and Silux Plus in thnt the amounts of isolated 
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one order of magnitude. Moreover, a new product is observed at 53 minutes for the 

enzyme incubated samples. This product is not found in the buffer treated group. 

22 min 43 min 44 min 

Products 

PBS, 8days 

C E ,  8 days 

I PBS. 16 days 

W CE, 16 days 

II. 
53 min 

Figure 3.6 Relative peak areas associated with isolated products released from the 
TPH composite resins (surface area=ll.3 cm2) following 8 days and 16 
days incubation with buffer and enzyme solutions at 37OC and pH 7.0. 

3.1.3 Degradation product identification 

Isolated degradation products with retention times of 22, 43 and 44 minutes were 

identified using mass spectroscopy (MS). The mass spectrum for the TEGDMA-derived 

product at 22 minutes is shown in Figure 3.7. Based on the fragmentation pattern (see 

also Table 3.2), the proposed chemical structure of the product is referred to as 

triethyleneglycol rnethacrylate (TEGMA). 



Figure 3.7 MS spectra of TEGDMA derived product (TEGMA) isolated at 
retention time of 22 minutes for enzyme and buffer incubated 
commercial composite resins. 

Table 3.2 The chemical structure of the principal fragmented ions related to the 
product with a retention tirne of 22 minutes (i.e. TEGMA). 

Ion chemical structure t 
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The four ionic states correspond to H', ~ a + ,  NH'~ and K+, ions originating from the PBS 

incubation buffer, as well as the ammonium acetate buffer used in the mobile phase. 

The non-TEGDMA-derived product (peak at 43 minutes), eluted from sarnples incubated 

with enzyme, is hypothesized to be related to the Bis-GMA monomer. Based on the 

fragmentation pattern from Figures 3.8 and 3.9 and a mass to charge ratio of 377, a 

molecule with the structure of 2,2-bis[4(2,3-hydroxy-propxy)phenyl]prope (Bis-HPPP) 

is proposed for this compound. The chemical structure of the Bis-HPPP product and its 

fragmented ions from Figure 3.8, are given in Table 3.3. 

Figure 3.8 MS spectra of the Bis-GMA derived product (Bis-HPPP) isolated at a 
retention time of 43 minutes for the enzyme incubated commercial 
composite resins. 



Figure 3.9 MSIMS spectra of 394.2 isolated from the product with a retention tirne 
of 43 minutes for the enzyme incubated commercial composite resins. 

Table 3.3 Chemical structure of Bis-GMA derived product (Bis-HPPP) isolated at a 
retention time of 43 minutes for enzyme incubated composite resins. 

0Ct12C~ICtIIOH Na' 

M/Z 

135 

CH, 

C 

Ion chernical structure 
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C(CH& O 

CH, 01 I 
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287. Mass spectra for this peak is given in Figure 3.10 and is compared with the spectra 

of the standard TEGDMA monomer in Figure 3.1 1. The corresponding fiagmented ions 

are presented in Table 3.4. 

The peak at 53 minutes corresponding to the TPH composite resin, as well as the product 

at 15 minutes which was eluted fiom al1 three composites, do not appear in the MS results 

since their quantity of the isolated product was insufficient to be analyzed by means of 

mass spectroscopy. 

Figure 3.10 MS spectra of the TEGDMA monomer isolated at a retention time of 44 
minutes for the buffer incubated commercial composite resins. 



Figure 3.11 MS spectra of the TEGDMA monomer standard isolated at a retention 
time of 44 minutes. 

Table 3.4: Chemical structure of the TEGDMA monomer isotated at a retention 
time of 44 minutes for buffer incubated composite resins. 

M/Z 
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ion chernical structure 

CH2=C(CH3)C02CH2CH2 
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The four categories of model composite resins were previously defined in Table 2.3. Al1 

model materials are synthesized such that the weight ratio of Bis-GMA to TEGDMA is 

kept constant at 75 to 25, while the filler (silica) is varied from 10 to 40% of the total 

system weight. This section will present data describing the effect of the filier content on 

the release of biodegradation products from the composite materials, and on the change in 

surface characteristics following the incubation of the materials with enzyme. 

3.2.1 Isolation and identification of biodegradation products 

Figure 3.12 typifies a chromatogram of degradation products associated with synthetic 

model composite resins. This particular chromatogram represents products released from 

22.6 cm2 of the composite material containing 40% filler by weight, following incubation 

with PBS buffer and CE enzyme for 16 days, at 37°C and pH 7.0. There are four peaks of 

interest associated with the model materials: a peak at 15 minutes, a peak at 22 minutes, a 

peak at 40 minutes and one peak at 41 minutes. The chromatograrns for al1 materials and 

incubation conditions are recorded at a UV wavelength of 215 nm and are given in 

Appendix 3.3. 

The structure of the TEGDMA standard is assigned to the peak eluted at 41 minutes 

(Figure 3.12) because it shows a UV absorbance similar to that of the pure monomer 

(Figure 3.13a and b). The peak with a retention time of 22 minutes is present in the 

chromatograms for both the PBS incubated samples and the enzyme incubated samples 



the 22 minute peak associated with the commercial composite resins (Figure 3 -2c). 

41 min 

22 min 
~o&osite40(2), PBS 

40 min 

22 min 
I 

15 min 

O 1 O 20 30 40 

Retention time (min) 

Figure 3.12 HPLC analysis of degradation products released from composite-40(2) 
(surface area=22.6 cm2) following incubation with buffer and enzyme 
for 16 days at 37OC and pH 7.0. 

Wavelength (nrn) 

Figure 3.13 UV spectra for isolated products related to: a) TEGDMA monomer 
standard, b) TEGDMA (41 minutes), c) TEGDMA-derived product, 
TEGMA (22 minutes) released from the mode1 composite resins. 



(Figure 3.141, the same product as the one observed with the commercial composite 

resins, and having a mass to charge ratio of 219. 

Figure 3.14 MS spectra of TEGDMA derived product (TEGMA) isolated at 
retention time of 22 minutes for enzyme and buffer incubated model 
composite resins. 

The peak at 40 minutes (Figure 3.12) appeau only in the chromatogram of the enzyme 

incubated samples. Since the latter peak has the same UV spectrum (see Figure 3.15b) as 

the peak of 43 minutes related to the commercial composite resins (see Figure 3.3a), this 

peak is speculated to be Bis-HPPP. The three minute shifi in retention times between the 

model composites (Figure 3.12) and the commercial materiah (Figure 3.1 ) reflects 

changes due to the HPLC separation column and mobile phase conditions. 

To further confirm that the product associated with the peak at 40 minutes in Figure 3.12, 

is the breakdown product derived from Bis-GMA, one additional experiment was 
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presence of cholesterol esterase. The corresponding chromatogram indicates the presence 

of a product having the same retention time as Bis-HPPP, with a similar UV spectrum 

(Figure 3.1%). Mass spectra of the Bis-HPPP product (Figure 3.12, peak 40 minutes) is 

depicted in Figure 3.16 and exhibits a mass to charge ratio (miz) of 377. Again, the latter 

spectra is similar to the spectra of the Bis-HPPP product identified for the commercial 

materials (see Figure 3.8). 

I . . . I . . . l . . .  I . . . , . . . , . . . , . . .  
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Figure 3.15 UV spectra for isolated products related to: a) Bis-GMA monomer 
standard, b) Bis-HPPP product (40 minutes) released from the model 
composite resins and c) Bis-HPPP product released from the Bis- 
GMA monomer. 



Figure 3.16 MS spectra of Bis-GMA derived product (Bis-HPPP) isolated at a 
retention time of 40 minutes for the enzyme incubated mode1 
composite resins. 

One additional peak is isolated from the chromatogram in Figure 3.12. This product has 

a retention time of 15 minutes and has not been previously identified for the commercial 

materials, although it has been isolated. The compound is specifically detected in 

chromatograms related to CE incubated sarnples. The UV spectrurn of this peak is shown 

in Figure 3.17, and exhibits an absorbance at 233.0 nm. Mass spectra associated with the 

15 minute peak is represented in Figure 5.1 8. The tandem (MS/MS) of the peak with the 

corresponding 588 mass to charge ratio is shown in Figure 3.19. A discussion on the 

possible structure of this molecule will follow in the next chapter. 



Figure 3.17 UV spectra for the isolated peak related to the product eluted at 15 
minutes. 

Figure 3.18 MS spectra of the peak isolated at a retention time of 15 minutes for the 
enzyme incubated mode1 composite resins. 



Figure 3.19 MSMS spectra of 588 isolated from the product at a retention time of 
15 minutes for the enzyme incubated mode1 composite resins. 

3.2.2 Distribution of products as a function of filler content 

The area under each chrornatogram peak is representative of the amount of degradation 

product released for a specific experimental condition. In this section, the distribution of 

individual products will be compared between the materials having the four different 

filler contents. In addition, this distribution will be further analyzed as a function of 

incubation periods (i.e. 8, 16 and 32 days). Note that unlike the data acquired for the 

commercial materials, these incubation times are incremental not cumulative. At each 

time point the entire incubation solution was removed and fresh solution was added to 

each of the vials. Composites with 10% filler (Figures 3.20 and 3.23) and 20% filler 

(Figure 3.21 and 3.23) rnanifest a similar pattern of biodegradation products. The x-axis 

on the bar graphs denotes the incremental incubation period and the areas under peaks are 

recorded on the y-axis. 



8 16 32 

Incremental incubation time (days) 

Figure 3.20 Peak areas associated with TEGDMA and TEGMA isolated products 
released from composite-10 (surface area=22.6 cm2) following 8,16 and 
32 days incremental incubation with buffer and enzyme solutions at  
37°C and pH 7.0. 

Incremental incubation time (days) 

Figure 3.21 Peak areas associated with TEGDMA and TEGMA isolated products 
released from composite-20 (surface area=22.6 cm2) following 8,16 and 
32 days incremental incubation with buffer and enzyme solutions at 
37°C and pH 7.0. 

In Figures 3.20 and 3.2 1, the monomer TEGDMA shows a relatively sustained release for 

both composite-10 and composite-20 throughout the 32 day buffer incubation period. 



composites can be measured (The calibration curve for the TEGDMA monomer is given 

in Appendix 8.4). For example, between O and 8 days, composite-10 released 

approximately 0.52 @cm2 of TEGDMA per surface area of the composite. 

The TEGDMA derived product, TEGMA, is present in both PBS (TEGMA-PBS) and CE 

(TEGMA-CE) media. For the product released in the enzyme incubated solutions 

(TEGMA-CE), composite-1 0 shows significantly higher arnounts of TEGMA produced 

during the first 8 days as compared to the amounts released between 16-32 days (Figure 

3.20). The sarne trend is also observed with composite-20 (Figure 3.2 1). 

As expected from the release pattern observed for the commercial materials (see Figure 

3.4-3.6), TEGMA is produced in significantly higher amounts (p<0.05) for CE incubated 

systems between O to 8 days, and 8 to 16 days for both composite-10 (see Figure 3.20) 

and composite-20 (see Figure 3.21). However at 32 days, this significant difference does 

not exist (see analysis of variance in Appendix 8.5 for both composite-1 O and composite- 

20) . As an illustration, for composite 20 (see Figure 3.21) the ratio of the areas of 

TEGMA in CE versus TEGMA in PBS is 6.4 for the first 8 days. This ratio reduces to 

2.7 between 8 to 16 days, and, between 16 to 32 days it attains a value of 1.1. 

A plot of the cumulative arnounts of TEGMA and TEGDMA released over time for 

composite-20 is presented in Figure 3.22. The amount of the TEGDMA monomer shows 

an increase in accumulation with time. However due to the high variability on the values 



but the increase from 8 to 32 days of incubation remains significant. What should be 

perhaps highlighted in this figure, is that for TEGMA-CE, there is significantly higher 

arnounts of the product generated cumulatively over 16 and 32 days, as cornpared to the 

first 8 days of incubation with enzyme. Moreover, in the presence of buffer, significantly 

higher amounts of TEGMA are produced at 32 days versus the initial 8 days of the 

experiment. 

Cumulative incubation time (days) 

Figure 3.22 Relative peak areas associated with the TEGMA and TEGDMA 
isolated product released from composite-20 (surface area=22.6 cm2) 
following 8, 16 and 32 days cumulative incubation with buffer and 
enzyme solutions at 37°C and pH 7.0. 

As in the case of TEGMA, quantities of the Bis-HPPP product released from composite- 

10 and composite-20 in the presence of cholesterol esterase(CE) (see Figure 3.23), 

diminish with increasing incubation times. Bis-HPPP is produced at its highest level in 

the first 8 days. 



8 16 32 

Incremental incubation time (days) 

Figure 3.23 Peak areas associated with the Bis-HPPP isolated product released 
from composite-10 and composite-20 (surface area=22.6 cm2) 
following 8, 16 and 32 days incremental incubation with the CE 
enzyme solution at 37OC and pH 7.0. 

Different results than those observed for composite-10 and composite-20 are seen with 

composite-30 and composite-40. These latter two materials generate similar degradation 

product profiles to each other, and the differences from that observed for the lower filler 

content materials (i.e. composite-10 and composite-20) are illustrated by Figures 3.24 and 

3 .Z. These data compare one low-filled composite (composite- 1 O) with a high-filled 

composite (composite-40) with respect to their corresponding release of Bis-HPPP 

TEGMA, and TEGDMA. Appendix 8.5 shows the analysis of variance associated to the 

area under the peaks for products associated to composite-30 and composite-40. 
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Figure 3.24 Comparison of the peak areas associated with the isolated Bis-HPPP 
product released from composite-10 and composite-40 (surface 
area=22.6 cm2) following 8, 16 and 32 days incremental incubation 
with the CE enzyme solution a t  37OC and pH 7.0. 

A Composite-10, 
TEGMA-CE 
Composite-40, 
TEGMA-CE 
Composite-40, 
Tegma-PBS 

A Composite-10, 
Tegma-PBS Y: x composite-40. 
Tegdma-PBS 
Composite-10, 
Tegdma-PBS 

5 1 O 15 20 25 30 35 

Incremcntal incubation time (days) 

Figure 3.25 Comparison of the peak areas associated with the isolated TEGMA 
product released from composite-10 and composite-40 (surface 
area=22.6 cm2) following 8, 16 and 32 days incremental incubation 
with the CE enzyme solution a t  37'C and pH 7.0. 
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compared to the higher filled composites, during the initial 8 days of the experiment 

(Figure 3.24 and 3.25). While for the lower filler content composite, the incremental 

release of enzyme generated Bis-HPPP and TEGMA products clearly decreases with 

time, the higher filler content composite shows an increase in these products between 8 to 

16 days. An apparent plateau value appears to be reached between 16 and 32 days for 

both enzyme generated products (Figures 3.24 and 3.25). At the latter time point, 

quantities of Bis-HPPP and TEGMA associated with composite-40 still remain 

significantly higher than the original arnounts released during the first 8 days of 

incubation. Correspondingly, composite-30 exhibits the sarne pattern of release for Bis- 

HPPP and TEGMA in enzyme solutions as composite-40 (Compare Figure 3.26 to 

Figures 3.24 and 3.25). 

8 16 32 

Incremental incubation tirne (days) 

Figure 3.26 Peak areas associated with the TEGDMA, TEGMA and Bis-HPPP 
isolated product released from composite-30 (surface area=22.6 cmz) 
following 8, 16 and 32 days incremental incubation with buffer and 
enzyme solutions at 37OC and pH 7.0. 



the TEGDMA monomer released in buffer for composite-40 and composite-10. This is 

further supported by Figure 3.26 where the pattern of release of this monomer from 

composite-30 is fùrther shown to be non-significant. As well, the TEGMA product 

released in the presence of buffer lacks any significant changes across the incubation 

times for any of the composites (see Figure 3.25 and 3.26). 

Data for the product associated with a retention time of 15 minutes is shown in Figure 

3.27 for composite- 10 and composite-40. The arnounts of released product isolated at 1 5 

minutes, following incubation in enzyme solution, do not show any trend in terms of 

release. Furthemore the values are low in cornparison to their standard errors, thus 

making it difficult to draw a kinetic interpretation. Figure 3.27 shows that the amount of 

this unknown product is in the order of 1 06, or 10 times lower than the level of other 

isolated products. 

8 16 33 

lncremcntrl Incubation timc (days) 

Figure 3.27 Peak areas associated with the 15 minute isolated product released from 
22.6 cm2 of composite-10 and composite-40 following 8,16 and 32 days 
incremental incubation with the CE enzyme solution at 37OC and pH 
7.0. 



Elemental surface analysis of selected specimens from the model materials was 

performed prior to incubation of the samples into their corresponding solutions, using X- 

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Table 3.5 shows the elemental composition of the 

model composite resins at two different take off angles, corresponding to 20° angle 

(upper surface, 2-4 nm) and 90" angle (deeper analysis section, = 10 nm) 

Table 3.5 Quantitative elemental analysis of model composite resins 

Elements 
20° take off angle 90' take off angle 

Filler content 
10% 20% 30% 40% 

It is observed that increasing the filler content of the composites from 10 to 40% does 

not significantly alter the surface elemental composition of the sarnples. The relative 

arnount of Si 2p does not show an increasing trend with increasing filler content. As an 

example , at a take off angle of 90°, this element is present at 1.9%20.6% for composite- 

10 and 2.0%f0.1% for composite-40. The low Si values lead to the conclusion that the 

majority of the exposed surface of the material is pure resin. A theoretical calculation of 

the carbon and oxygen content contributed from the pure resin procures the respective 

Filier content 
10% 20% 30% 40% 

Cls 73.620.3 79.8t1.8 74.6k2.0 72.4k0.5 

O 1s 24.3k0.6 18.6I0.3 22.6k1.0 28.1-tl.l 

73.210.7 75.010.1 74.5k1.4 67.9i1.2 

24.510.3 22.7k0.3 23.711.3 24.9I2.6 
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surface. These values compare relatively well with the values given in Table 3.5. 

Since the silicone levels are quite low and show no significant difference with varying 

filler content, it is believed that the detected silicone could be associated with a surface 

contamination such as silicone grease. The relative quantity of the nitrogen element is 

low enough to be also suspected as a trace of some unknown contamination. 

A more detailed surface analysis was obtained fiom the high-resolution spectra (see 

original data in Appendix 8.6). C 1s is selected as the core peak and reveals bands at 

285.0, 286.5 and 289.0 corresponding respectively to C-C, C-O and C=O bonds (see 

Table 3.6). A higher content of the C-C group is evident, followed by C-O and C=O. 

According to theoretical calculations for the pure resin, the distribution of these bonds 

would be as follows; C-C:C-O:C=O 68:23:9 . Again, these ratios are close to the 

experimental data. 

Table 3.6 Cls high-resolution analysis of mode1 composite resins 

Chernical 
Bonds 

20° take off angle 

Filler content 
10% 20% 3 0% 40% 

C-C 62.5t3.3 68.41T2.5 6913.2 64.7t1.1 

C-O 30.5k2.5 26.0'3.2 26.2k3.3 27.2Sr1.3 

90°take off angle 

Filler content 
10% 20% 3 0% 40% 
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20°take off angle. The presence of the C=O bond suggests that the ester of the resin is 

present near the surface of al1 materials and would be available for degradation. Again, 

there are no significant variations from one material to the other. 

3.2.4 Scanning electron microscopy 

The surface morphology of the mode1 composite resins was studied using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). Data are presented in Figures 3.28 to 3.31. The photo- 

rnicrographs show that prior incubation in an aqueous media, the surface of the 

composite-10 and composite-40 is mostly composed of resin (Figures 3.28a and b). 

Increasing the filler content fiom 10% to 40% has a prominent effect on the surface 

morphology of the polymeric composite resins, only following their incubation in buffer 

and enzyme solutions (Compare Figures 3.29a, 3.30a, 3.30b and 3.3 la) . Figure 3.29a 

depicts composite-lO(1) following incubation in a PBS buffer medium for 32 days. The 

surface of this material appears to be relatively less porous than that of buffer-incubated 

composite-40 (Figure 3.31a) . The effect of the enzymatic action on the materials is 

illustrated in Figures 3.29b and 3.3 1 b respectively corresponding to composite- 10 (1 ) 

and composite-40 (1) following incubation in a CE medium for 32 days. The enzymatic 

reaction of CE with the composites is clearly exhibited by presence of pits on the surface 

of the materials. This effect is more dramatic as the filler content is increased. Slight 

traces of contamination could be observed on the surface of some the samples. 



Figure 3.28 a Scanning electron micrograph of composite-10 prior incubation in an 

Figure 3.28 b Scanning electron micrograph of composite-40 prior incul 
aqueous medium (x2O original magnification) 



Figure 3.29 a Scanning electron micrograph of composite-10 followin 
incubation in PBS buffer (x20 original magnification) 

days 

Figure 3.29 b Scanning electron micrograph of composite-10 followin 
incubation in CE enzyme (x20 original magnification) 

days 



Figure 

Figure 

3.30 a Scanning electron micrograph of composite-20 followi 
incubation in PBS buffer (x20 original ma~nification) 

3.30 b Scanning electron micrograph of composite-30 followi 
incubation in PBS buffer (x20 original magnification) 

days 

days 



Figure 

Figure 

3.31 a Scanning electron micrograph of composite-40 followi 
incubation in PBS buffer (x20 original magnification) 

3.31 b Scanning electron micrograph of composite-40 followi 
incubation in CE enzyme (x20  original rnagnification) 

days 

days 



4.0 DISCUSSION 



commercial composite resins and to specifically investigate the role of cholesterol 

esterase on the release of resin-derived products. The approach examines both a 

mechanical measurement (surface micro-hardness) and a combination of analytical 

methods (high performance Iiquid chromatography and mass spectroscopy) to assess the 

biodegradation process. Results derived fiom the above techniques will be discussed in 

the first part of this chapter in an attempt to compare the sensitivity of the mechanical and 

the chernical monitoring techniques of biodegradation. 

A further objective was to determine the relative importance of the fillerlresin matrix 

composition on the biodegradation process. Since the selected commercial composites in 

the current study do not share a common polymer matrix and filler particle, it is difficult 

to assess the existence of a correlation between the biodegradation kinetics and the 

composition of the materials. The need arises then, to synthesize mode1 composite resins 

in order to systematically vary composition without changing reagents. In this work, the 

experiments have focused on the effect of filler content with respect to the release of 

degradation products. Thus, a hypothesis could be formulated as follows: the distribution 

of products reieased with time is dependent on the filler content of the materials. 

Correspondingly, in the second part of this chapter, the validation of the latter hypothesis 

will be discussed, and cornparisons will be made with the commercial materials. 



Each of the techniques used in this study has its own sensitivity level. Micro-hardness 

results obtained with commercial composite resins provide a relative estimate of the 

influence of enzyrnatic action at a micro-level scale (Freund and Munksgaard, 1990, 

Munksgaard and Freund, 1990, Larsen and Munksgaard, 1991, Larsen et al., 1992 ). 

There is a positive correlation between the surface micro-hardness values given in Table 

3.1 and the filler content of the materials (See Figure 4.1). For example, 2-100 has the 

highest filler content of 84.5% by weight (see Table 2.2) and shows the highest micro- 

hardness value, 121.7 kg/mm2 (see Figure 4.1). This observation is in accordance with 

the general belief in the literature that filler imparts hardness to the composite and 

reinforces the polymer composite system (Bayne, 1994, Johnson, 1993, Soderholm, 

1985). 

40 . Silux Plus 
U 

E 

70 

Filler content (wtO/o) 

Figure 4.1 Surface micro-hardness versus filler content of the commercial 
composite resins 



A 

the 120 rneasurements made on a particular composite group. This suggests that the filler 

is welI distributed within the matrix of the composite at the micrometer level, since the 

indentations were made on different areas and on different fiactions of composite resins 

within a specific batch. 

The significant increase (pC0.05) in micro-hardness values of the commercial composite 

resins from the hydrated baseline to 8 days of incubation in buffer (Table 3.1) should be 

noted. This increase could be in part attributed to the post-curing effect. This 

continuation of polymerization occurs until the mobility of the chains is restricted. Watts 

et al. (1986) have observed an initial increase in Knoop hardness with storage time for 

composite resins stored in water at 37OC. The Watts study found a correlation between 

the hardness profile and the conversion profile for u ~ e a c t e d  vinyl groups. It is also 

important to note that unreacted monomers trapped in the polymer matrix impart a 

plasticizing effect to the composite resins. Hence, the leaching of these monomers with 

increased incubation tirnes, increases in part, the micro-hardness of the materials. 

The results presented in Table 3.1 illustrate the effect of buffer and enzyme on the surface 

hardness of the selected materials. At 8 days incubation with enzyme, al1 materials 

exhibit a significant decrease in hardness (pC0.05) as compared to their respective buffer 

control groups. This sofiening effect could be in part attributed to a faster hydrolysis rate 

of the ester bond of the dimethacrylate groups in the presence of enzyme. In fact, HPLC 

analysis of the released product (Figures 3.4-3.6) shows consistently higher arnounts of 
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the catalyzed hydrolysis rate in the enzyme incubated samples. Freund and Munksgaard 

(1990) suggest that the formation of methacrylic acid on the surface of Bis- 

GMNTEGDMA resins during the reaction with enzyme may also be a cause of sofeening 

of the material, yet the contribution of physical effects such as swelling of the polymer 

matrix cannot be neglected. Correspondingly, the sharp drop in micro-hardness values 

observed after two days of hydration of the commercial composite resins (see Table 3.1) 

could be mainly attributed to a physical phenomenon such as diffùsion of water 

molecules into the polymer cross-linked network (Ferracane, 1994). Following 16 days 

of incubation, 2-100 is the only material that continues to exhibit a significant decrease in 

hardness between samples incubated with cholesterol esterase as compared to their buffer 

counterparts. The higher filler content of the 2-100 composite may suggest a 

susceptibility of the material to disintegration upon cleavage of polymeric bonds by the 

enzyme. Perhaps, once the polymer is degraded, filler particles are prone to be released, 

exposing further new polymeric sites for progressed degradation. This phenomenon, in 

turn, would result in a significant decrease in the corresponding micro-hardness values. 

Hence, filler content is a pararneter of particular interest. 

4.2 Product formation 

As mentioned in Section 4.1, observed decreases in micro-hardness values following the 

incubation of methacrylate-based materials in aqueous media have been attributed to the 

formation of metliacrylic acid on the surface of the polymer (Freund and Munksgaard, 



hydrolytic degradation (Stokes, 1 993, Coury, 1 996). Accordingly, the hypothesis for the 

formation of biodegradation products from composite resins is that enzyrnatic hydrolysis 

occurs at the ester bonds of the Bis-GMNTEGDMA methacrylate resin components. In 

this section, the nature of the formed products from both commercial and model 

composite resins is discussed based on the HPLC and MS data reported in Chapter 3. 

For al1 composites investigated in this study, commercial or model, the sarne products 

have been identified (Figure 3.1 and 3.12). In addition, relative levels of the products 

released are of the same order of magnitude for both the commercial (excluding TPH) 

and model composites (compare Figure 3.4 to Figures 3.24 and 3.25). Even though the 

commercial composites contain additional silanated organic fillers, no products 

associated with the silane bonding agent are detected with the HPLC methods (see 

chromatograms in Appendix 8.2), and in the time frame of this study. 

Figures 3.7 and 3 . 1 3 ~  depict mass spectra of a product derived from the TEGDMA 

monomer for the commercial materials and the model materials respectively. The 

product, with a mass to charge ratio of 219 is found to be the TEGDMA monomeric unit 

hydrolyzed at one ester bond, and is referred to as triethylene glycol methacrylate 

(TEGMA). The fragmented ions with mass to charge ratios of 105 and 113 (Table 3.2) 

fùrther confirm the presence of this product. While TEGMA can be derived from the 

TEGDMA pure monomer as speculated in equation (1) below, it is also possible for the 



only reacted with the resin matrix via one vinyl group (Santerre and Shajii, 1996, Freund 

and Munksgaard, 1990). The latter prospect is considered in equation (2). 

Furthermore, the intermediate TEGMA molecule could hydrolyze to an alcohol and a 

methacrylic acid part according to the scherne proposed by Freund and Munksgaard 

(1 990) and Larsen at al (1 992): 

C O H  

O 

In the current study, the products associated with equation (3) are not detected by the 

selected HPLC rnethods and the UV detector system. Since the monomer is clearly 

hydrolyzed at the ester bond, it is a most likely scenario that TEGMA itself breaks down 

to yield methacrylic acid. It is suspected that the alcohol and the methacrylic acid may 

have been selectively partitioned into the aqueous phase of the water-chloroform 



in this project did not permit for a full analysis of the extracted aqueous phase. 

It is difficult to assess whether equation (1) or equation (2) contributes more to the 

formation of the TEGMA by-product. The levels of TEGDMA detected in buffer 

solutions are relatively similar from one model material to the other, and between specific 

time points (see Figures 3.20, 3.21, 3.25 and 3.26) . Since al1 TEGDMA leached out in 

the buffer media is clearly consumed in the presence of enzyme (Le. no TEGDMA found 

in any enzyme incubated sarnples), it would be expected to see the distribution of 

TEGMA products generated from the unreacted monomer to be relatively similar for each 

of the different model materials. However, the elution pattern of the TEGMA product 

shows no correlation between the arnount of TEGDMA released and the quantity of 

TEGMA isolated in the enzyme incubated solutions. Figure 3.25 provides a better 

illustration of this analysis by drawing a comparison between the quantity of TEGMA 

accumulated from the high filler content composite (composite-40) and the lower filler 

one (composite-1 O). Significantly lower amounts of TEGMA (p<0.05) are collected 

during the initial 8 days frorn composite-40 as compared to composite-10 while no 

significant difference is observed for the amount of leached TEGDMA in both materials. 

Therefore, it is postulated that in the presence of enzyme, TEGMA is in part generated 

fi-om the polymeric matrix (see equation 2), and this accounts for the differences found 

between the two composite categories. Although the literature estimates that 

approximately 90% of unreacted methacrylate groups are found on pendant molecules 

bound to the polymer network (Ferracane, 1994, Ruyter, 1 980), the additional 



generated by CE, the amount of TEGMA generated in the buffer medium (TEGMA-PBS) 

is similar for al1 materials, and it can be suggested that TEGMA-PBS could be primarily 

derived from the release of the TEGDMA monorner (see Figures 3.20, 3.2 1 and 3.25 and 

3.26). 

While the TEGMA product is present in both the buffer and enzyme media, the Bis- 

HPPP is only generated in the presence of enzyme (Figures 3.1 and 3.12), suggesting that 

water alone is not very effective in the hydrolysis of the Bis-GMA segments in the 

polymeric resins. It is reported in the literature that the arnount of unreacted Bis-GMA 

monomer in cured Bis-GMNTEGDMA composites is low, Le. 1.3% of the original 

concentration of the Bis-GMA by weight or one tenth of the residual TEGDMA (Tanaka 

et al., 1991). Hence, it can be hypothesized that Bis-HPPP is mostly derived fiom the 

polymer chains. In this work, Bis-HPPP is believed to be derived from the hydrolysis of 

ester bonds within the Bis-GMA rnonomeric segment according to the pattern proposed 

in the following equation: 

CH, 
CI12 C 



(presented by equation 4), rnay also apply to the residual Bis-GMA monomer itself since 

unreacted Bis-GMA probably remains in the composite polymer matrix due to the low 

water solubility of the monomer. It bas been s h o w  in previous studies (Larsen and 

Munksgaard, 1990, Bean et al. 1994) that the Bis-GMA monomer has a much slower rate 

of hydrolysis than TEGDMA, whether or not esterases are used as catalyst. 

The possible degradation of the Bis-GMA monomer present in the incubation solutions is 

difficult to ascertain because no residual Bis-GMA monomer was found in the solutions 

(see Figures 3.1 and 3.12). This could possibly be related to the limited solubility of the 

monomer in water (Kakaboura et al., 1996, Li and Craig, 1996) or the bulky nature of the 

rigid phenol rings which may slow down the diffusion of the monorner from within the 

polymer matrix into the aqueous phase (Ferracane, 1994). The slow diffusion rate is 

suspected to be overcome in Bis-HPPP by the presence of additional hydroxyl groups at 

both ends which endows the product with a greater solubility in the water medium. 

One other product of interest is the compound eluted at 15 minutes for the enzyme treated 

samples (Figures 3.1 and 3.12). Due to the small quantities of the corresponding isolated 

peak for the commercial materials, the product under the 15 minute peak has not been 

identified in these systems. However, related mass spectra of mode1 composite resins 

(Figures 3.18 and 3.19) suggest that this product may be an oligomeric molecule released 

from the composite resin. Although the amount of isolated product was small, and mass 

spectrum peaks are close to the baseline, the repetitive mass to charge difference of 14 
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ethylene unit of the polymeric chain. The fragmented ions of the proposed oligomer 

chain are given in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Fragmented ions of the unknown oligomer isolated at a retention time of 
15 minutes for the enzyme incubated samples 
M1Z Ion chemical structure 
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at the ester bonds of the methacrylate-based components of the composites- is shown to 

be true. The resulting by-products of the hydrolysis, such as Bis-HPPP and TEGMA, 

become of biological relevance in light of recent studies questioning the estrogenecity of 

Bis-phenol A derivatives such as Bis-GMA (Olea et al., 1996, McLachlan and Arnold, 

1997), and the predisposition for bacterial growth in composite resins containing 

TEGDMA (Hanse1 et al., 1997). Previous studies have also assessed the toxicity of Bis- 

GMA and TEGDMA, and have s h o w  a depression in DNA synthesis with 

concentrations of approxirnately 10 pmol/l of Bis-GMA or 100 pmol/l of TEGDMA 

(Hanks et al., 1991). 

4.3 Mass flux of free TEGDMA 

The presence of residual monomers as well as the unreacted pendant groups is inherent in 

the nature of the polymerization reactions under study. In the Iate stage of free radical 

polymerization, the mobility of the polymer chains are restricted (Munk, 1989) due to 

steric hindrance, and the fact that the glass transition temperature approaches the curing 

temperature (Horie et al., 1975). This reduction in mobility of the polymer chains 

contributes to a significant number of unreacted vinyl groups (Figure 4.2), which may be 

in the form of pendant methacrylate groups or unpolyrnerized dimethacrylate molecules 

(Cook, 1984). In the remainder of the discussion, unreacted monorners are referred to as 

those monomers not polymerized at either methacrylate end. Rates of TEGDMA 

accumulation in the incubation solutions will be conveniently described in terms of mass 
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Figure 4.2 Schematic representation (not to scale) of the cross-sectional profile for a 
composite resin 

For al1 materials used in this study, a decrease in the TEGDMA accumulation rate is 

observed in the buffer medium. For exarnple, between 8 and 16 days incubation periods 

for composite-40 in buffer, the rate of accumulation of this monomer in solution reaches 

0.084 pg/cm2day (see Figure 4.3) and continues to decrease significantly to 0.030 

Clg/cm2day for between 16 and 32 days of the experiment. This decrease is consistently 

observed for al1 mode1 composites (see Figures 3.20, 3.21, 3.25 and 3.26) and holds tme 

for the commercial composite resins such as Silux Plus (see Figure 3.5). The rapid initial 

release of TEGDMA is likely due to the relative ease of mobility of the low molecular 

weight monomer (Ferracane and Condon, 1990, Tanaka et al., 1991) to diffuse through 

the matrix and into the buffer medium. Basic principles of mass transfer would indicate 



concentration gradient (between the composite and in the buffer phases) is present, and 

natwally slows down as the gradient becomes less marked (Treybal, 1987). 

lncremental incubation tirne (days) 

Figure 4.3 TEGDMA mass flux for composite-40 incubated with buffer. 

The decrease in the accumulation rate has also been attributed to the post-curing effect 

after the initial photopolymerization, which may consume a small proportion of the 

residual monomers trapped in the matrix (Ferracane and Condon, 1990, Tanaka et al., 

1991). This effect has been previously confirrned in this study by the increase in micro- 

hardness values within the first 8 days of incubation in buffer (see Section 3.1). Whether 

the accumulation rate of the TEGDMA molecule will continue to decrease to levels not 

detected by HPLC is not clear at this time since the 32 day data still shows levels well 

above the detection limit of HPLC (i.e. higher than the ng detection levels). The duration 

of the experiment is not long enough to answer this question. 



unreacted monomers are leached out from Bis-GMNTEGDMA microfilled composites 

within 24 hours, this study shows that the release of TEGDMA persists throughout 32 

days. Hence, it becomes important to consider the effect of these unreacted monomers on 

oral tissues. The discrepancy between this thesis and the reported literature is believed to 

reside in part fiom the fact that the above studies used weight loss fiom the composites as 

a measure of leached monomers while in this thesis, HPLC techniques clearly show a 

very specific sensitivity to the degradation products. On the other hand, weight loss 

measurements do not specifically identie the nature of the components contributing to 

the weight loss, i.e. residual water in resin or loss of filler. The literature proposes that 

approximately 1% by weight of the original amount of TEGDMA in the composites 

would be released fiom the composites into water (Inoue and Hayashi, 1982, Ferracane, 

1994). However the current study shows that only ppm levels of the original arnount of 

TEGDMA is released into the incubation solutions. For exarnple, composite-40 shows a 

cumulative release of approximately 32 pg of TEGDMA in 32 days (based on data in 

Figure 3.25 and the calibration curve in Appendix 8.4), or 4 ppm of the original amount 

of the monomer. The discrepancy between the values obtained in this study and the 

literature may lie in the fact that the two days hydration period (see Section 2.2.2) remove 

a part of the leached components (Appendix 8.8). 

Viewed from a mass balance perspective, it is understood that the accumulation of 

TEGDMA in the incubation solutions is equal to its release from the polymer matrix 

minus its consumption to degradation products such as TEGMA, methacrylic acid (MA) 



point in Figure 4.3, are not solely representative of the arnount of residual TEGDMA 

monomer Ieached out from the composites, since a fraction of the monomer is being 

consumed. Hence, this may also account for the inability to rationalize mass loss data 

from the literature with the specific measure of released TEGDMA. 

Since the literature reports no correlation between the degree of conversion and the filler 

content of composites (Chung and Greener, 1990), it could be assurned that the four 

mode1 composites undergo the sarne degree of conversion. Therefore, it would have been 

suspected that the lower filler content composites would yield higher amounts of residual 

TEGDMA monomers in the matrix, since there is inherently more monomer in these 

composites. However, due to the similar values and high variability in the amounts of 

TEGDMA released from the different composites no significant trend in TEGDMA 

release is observed (see Appendix 8.5), 

4.4 Mechanism of matrix dependent release 

Although no significant correlation was deduced from the arnount of the released 

unreacted monomer as a fùnction of the materials filler content, the by-products of 

enzymatic hydrolysis, such as TEGMA and Bis-HPPP, exhibit clear trends with respect to 

the filler content. In the following part of the discussion, the release of biodegradation 

products will be considered in light of the filler content. 



incubation. This figure is based on results obtained from the SEM studies (Figures 3.28a 

and 3.28b), the HPLC analysis of TEGMA and Bis-HPPP (Figures 3.24 and 3.25) and the 

XPS analysis (Table 3.5) of the surface of the composites prior to incubation in an 

aqueous medium. XPS data from the original samples (Table 3.5) confirm the presence 

of resin within the top angstrom levels of the material surface since no correlation 

between the silica filler content and the quantity of the corresponding siiicon element is 

found. The dominant elements detected with XPS are carbon and oxygen, corresponding 

to the methacrylate-based polymer. Similarly, the SEM micrographs of the rnaterial 

surfaces show no major difference between the high and the lower filler content 

composites, indicating the substantial presence of resin at the top layer of the surface 

(Figures 3.28a and 3.28b). 

To fùrther clarify the proposed biodegradation mechanism of the polymer matrix, Figures 

4.4b-d illustrate the enzyme associated biodegradation process by three major steps: 1) 

the transport of the enzyme to the surface of the material via an aqueous medium, 2) the 

chernical reaction of the enzyme with the material and 3) the release of the corresponding 

degradation by-products into the incubation medium. 

The fact that the higher filler content materials exhibit significantly lower amounts of Bis- 

MPPP and TEGMA generation as compared to the lower filler content composites for the 

first 8 days of incubation (Figures 3.24 and 3.25) is, in itself, a very interesting point and 

one worth analyzing. 
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substrates since their large molecular size often prevents their absorption into the 

materials. For instance the enzyme used in this study has a molecular weight of 

approximately 173,000 (Sonnenborn, 1982). Hence, during the first 8 days of the 

experiment, the first and second steps of degradation are thought to occur only at the 

surface of the composites. The SEM studies (Figures 3.29-3.31) show that filler is 

exposed to the surface for al1 model composite resins following incubation for 32 days in 

an aqueous medium. While SEM data for 8 days incubation are not available, for the 

purpose of the proposed model, it is assumed that degradation of the top polymeric 

surface of the composites occurs at a fast rate (Figure 4.4b). Therefore, if it is 

hypothesized that the filler particles are exposed at the surface of the materials within the 

first 8 days of incubation, then for that initial period less resin would be available for the 

initial enzymatic surface attack of the higher filled materials. This being the case, the 

HPLC data will show lower quantities of TEGMA and Bis-HPPP being accurnulated in 

solution for these higher filler content materials. 

Between 8 to 16 days incubation time, a significant increase is observed in the generation 

of TEGMA and Bis-HPPP for the higher filled composites while the lower filled 

materials exhibit a gradua1 decrease in the release of the same compounds (Figures 3.24 

and 3.25). It has been considered that later in the biodegradation process, as a degrading 

surface becomes rough.ened, enzymatic action may be enhanced as a result of an increased 

surface area of the substrate (Coury, 1996). Therefore, assuming that the degradation of 



suspected that the highly filled materials are more susceptible to disintegration once the 

filler particles are released, i.e. the resin matrix is no longer intact and does not provide a 

stable structure for the filler particles (Figure 4.4~). The release of filler particles and the 

subsequent exposure of new polymeric sites for further enzymatic attacks results in an 

increase in product generation for the higher filler materials relative to the lower filler 

content materials. Since HPLC data indicate similar Bis-HPPP levels for both 16 and 32 

days, it c m  be proposed that between 8 and 16 days incubation the surface of the 

materials are similar to the ones obtained at 32 days by SEM. The result of enzymatic 

reaction by CE with composite-10 and composite-40 (Figures 3.29b and 3.3 lb) is seen at 

the top surface for 32 days. More pits are evident on the surface of the higher filled 

composites. This suggests that with time, esterase would penetrate fbrther than the top 

surface of the highly filled resin and interact with fresh polymeric sites as a resuIt of the 

release of filler particles fiom the resin matrix (Figure 4 . 4 ~  and 4.4d). In this case, step 1) 

of the degradation process, the transport of the enzyme to the polymeric surface, is 

believed to occur into the pores of the material. 

The fact that the distinct transition between the product release patterns for the high and 

low filler content materials occurs somewhere between 13 vol% (equivalent to 20 wt%) 

and 23 r d %  filler (equivalent to 30 wt%) can be possibly attributed to a critical 

percolaticn threshold. Although pores can be present in the polymeric composite as void 

volume or cross-link density prior to incubation, they can also be formed by the 



incubation. Here, the aqueous medium can further difhse through the randomly 

distributed pores of the composite materials. As the filler particles are leached into the 

aqueous media, surface pores are comected to the interior (bulk) of the rnaterial in a 

manner similar to that defined by Woo (1994) for percolation systems. The percolation 

threshold is achieved when the aqueous medium is capable of percolating through an 

entire lattice of the composite (see Figure 4 . 4 ~  and 4.4d). The mode1 materials in this 

thesis are respectively loaded with 6 vol%, 13 vol%, 23 vol% and 27 vol% of silica filler. 

Stauffer (1985) determines that a critical threshold is achieved at approximately 30 vol% 

for a simple cubic lattice. Based on Stauffer's data, this threshold is close to 23 vol% and 

27 vol% filler loadings, but far from the 6 vol% and 13 vol% values. Hence the 

conditions appear to favor a percolating type mechanism. 

Rates of accumulation of Bis-HPPP and TEGMA cleariy decrease during the last 16 days 

of incubation (Figures 3.24 and 3.25). It is not possible to ascribe this observation to a 

concrete factor since the experiment was only conducted up to 32 days. Whether this 

effect is temporary or permanent is not known. Longer incubation times will be required 

to know if the generation rate of these products will effectively reach a plateau, or exhibit 

maxima and minima as further filler particles are being released. One alternative 

explanation to consider is that the quantity of deactivated enzyme adsorbed on the 

substrate sites (Figure 4.4) is enough to inhibit further enzymatic attack. This scenario 

also has to be further explored. Possibly another item to also consider in regard to the 

reduced rates of product release is that TEGMA molecules are being hydrolyzed to 



remaining in the enzyme incubated solutions at al1 incubation times. However, it would 

be difficult to apply the latter hypothesis to explain the lower accumulation levels of Bis- 

HPPP, since the absence of ester bonds and relative stability of the remaining ether bonds 

wiIl effectively retard fwther hydrolysis of this product in the tirne frame of this study. 

4.5 Release of TPH specific products 

It is of interest to note that the commercial material TPH shows lower amounts of 

products (by one order of magnitude) as compared to the other composites (commercial 

and model) investigated in this study (Figure 3.6). Furthermore, contrary to the 2-100 

and Silux Plus composites, micro-hardness data (Table 3.1) indicate no significant 

difference in TPH hardness between 8 and 16 days of incubation in buffer. These data 

could possibly suggest that TPH is a more stable material. The material in question 

differs from the other composites by the presence of urethane groups in the Bis-GMA 

derived monomer of the polymer matrix. Watts et al. (1986) suggest that composites 

containing urethane dimethacrylate groups have greater water stability and lower uptake 

of water. Moreover, Santerre and Labow (1 997) report that the presence of urethane 

structures within polymeric materials can reduce the susceptibility to hydrolysis of polar 

groups within the vicinity of the urethanes. If this is true, then the urethane groups in the 

TPH material could possibly generate structures that hinder hydrolyzable groups or delay 

the enzymatic action, thus imparting TPH with a superior biostability. Such a hypothesis 

remains to be verified in future work. 



Based on the above discussion, it is shown that the filler content of a composite materials 

is an important parameter on assessing the release and distribution of degradation 

products. The clinical relevance of these findings would reflect itself through the type of 

materials being applied; i.e. where a Iow filler content rnaterial would mimic a dental 

adhesive and a high filler content would be representative of an anterior restorative 

composite such as Silux Plus. 

It is possible that the in vitro conditions of this study are an under estimation of the in 

vivo circurnstances. In the case of an anterior restoration, a minimal effect of particulate 

Wear, such as food, could perhaps predispose the material to a gradua1 disintegration over 

time, and, possibly yield to higher levels of biodegradation products since fkesh resin 

swfaces would be continuously exposed. This effect would be more dramatic in a highly 

filled posterior composite where the additional contribution of a masticatory mechanical 

Wear is strongly present. In that case, and based on the present study, the mechanical 

properties of a highly filled posterior restoration (eg. 2-100) are in greater jeopardy. 



5.0 CONCLUSIONS 



the results for the commercial composite resins, Silux Plus, Z l  O0 and TPH. Similar 

products have been identified for both the model and commercial classes of 

composites. These were TEGDMA, TEGMA, Bis-HPPP and one oligomer suspected 

to be derived from the TEGDMA monomeric unit. 

2. TEGMA and Bis-HPPP were shown to be formed via hydrolysis of the ester bonds 

contained in their corresponding monorneric unit, TEGDMA and Bis-GMA. It was 

suggested that both these products were in part generated fiom the cleavage of the 

polymer matrix. Furthermore, cleavage of the resin rnatrix was evident in the SEM 

micrographs. 

3. Cholesterol esterase increased the rate of hydrolysis for monomeric units in the 

methacrylate-based polymers. Significantly higher amounts of TEGMA were 

detected in the presence of the enzyme as compared to the buffer solutions. Bis- 

HPPP and the unknown oligomer were only detected in the presence of enzyme. 

4. A composite degradation model was proposed. Once the polymer matrix was initially 

attacked by enzyme, the highly filled composites (composite-30 and composite-40) 

were shown to be more susceptible to disintegration than the lower filled materials 

(composite- 1 O and composite-20). This suggested increased availability of fresh 

polymeric sites for further enzymatic degradation to take place. Accordingly, the 



16 days of incubation in enzyme. 

5. Cholesterol esterase affected the physical integrity at the surface of commercial 

composite resins. This was reflected by a decrease in the surface micro-hardness of 

the materials following incubation with enzyme. 



6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
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possibly exhibit a cyclic pattern of release, with each high magnitude of release 

corresponding to a fùrther disintegration of the resin around the filler particles. 

Therefore, it is important for the biodegradation experiment to be conducted over 

longer incubation times than the 32 day period investigated in this study, so as to 

observe the eventual progression of degradation as resin matrix is being exposed 

following particle release. 

2. Recording the amount of product accumulation for only three time points (8, 16 and 

32 days) in this experiment did not permit a detailed analysis of the kinetics of 

biodegradation to be undertaken. It is therefore recommended that future work aims 

to analyze the incubation solutions at shorter time intervals, especially at the 

beginning of the experiment where the contribution of initial products derived fiom 

the polymer is dominant while final by-products generated from initial degradation 

products in solution is minimal. 

3. The quantities of the isolated unknown oligomer were small and it would be desired 

to maximize the amount of this product by increasing the enzyme concentration to its 

saturation point at which the generation of the unknown polymer is maximized. Also, 

using radiollabeled TEGDMA monomer facilitates the identification and 

quantification of the TEGDMA based products such as the suspected oligomer. 



conditions. To achieve this, a series of alternating biodegradation-wear experiments 

could be conducted using an apparatus such as the one used by de Gee (1 995) where a 

food sluny medium stimulates particulate Wear for anterior restorations. Since the 

mechanical disintegration of the composites exposes new polymeric surfaces to the 

enzyme, this might possibly yield higher amounts of degradation products each time 

the biodegradation is followed by a Wear treatment. 

5. Quantifj4ng the amount of triethylene glycol and rnethacrylic acid would be valuable 

for future studies, since these products represent the breakdown by-products of 

TEGMA, an intemediate product in the degradation process. It would be desired to 

detect methacrylic acid by analyzing the buffer phase of the liquid-liquid extraction 

solution, in which the acid is thought to be more soluble. Radiollabeled TEGDMA 

would facilitate the identification of triethylene glycol. 

6 .  The literature on the relationship between filler content and the extent of 

polymerization is controversial (Chung and Greener, 1 990, Ruyter, 198 1). Hence to 

confirm the hypothesis that conversion is the same for al1 mode1 materials used in this 

study, the extent of polymerization could be measured by means of Fourier transform 

infra-red spectroscopy. This would insure that the quantity of products released from 

the different filler-content composite, is not influenced by the extent of 

polymerization. 
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it would be of interest to determine the effect on degradation, of varying the filler 

type, filler size, and silanizing agents with the filler particles, particularly with respect 

to the diffusion pattern of the degradation products. 

8. Based upon the fact that the urethane containing material, TPH, showed greater 

biostability than the other composites, it would be desired to synthesize a modified 

Bis-GMA monomer by incorporation of a urethane group, and study the 

biodegradation of mode1 materials in a similar manner to that investigated in this 

study. 

9. The release of Bis-GMA derived product, Bis-HPPP, increases incrementally with 

incubation time for the higher filler content rnaterials, thus suggesting the prolonged 

availability of new Bis-HPPP sites for fùrther enzymatic attack. This is of biological 

relevance in light of recent studies questioning the estrogenicity of bis-phenol A 

derived monomers such as Bis-GMA (Olea et al, 1996). Therefore it would be of 

interest to assess the toxicity of these isolated products on fibroblasts. 

10. One important clinical consequence of polymerization shrinkage on the resin- 

composite tooth interface is the formation of secondary cavities due to the passage of 

bacteria in the contraction gap. Associated with secondary cavities is the 

discoloration of composite resins, which suggest chemical change. It is therefore 

recommended to assess the effect of bacteria on the biodegradation of composite 
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be important since recent studies have shown the predisposition o f  TEGDMA to 

bacterial growth (Hansel, 1996). 
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8.0 APPENDICES 



commercial composite resins, 2-100, Silux Plus and TPM. 



ANOVA Table for Vicker's Hardness (Kplmm2) 

DF Sum o f  Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
MateriaI = Z- 100 5 28547.234 5709.447 196.47 1 <.O00 1 

Residual 7 14 20748.880 29.060 

Means Table for Vicker's Hardness (KpIrnm2) 
Effect: Material = 2-100 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 
PBS- 16 days 120 105.924 4.360 .398 
CE- 16 days 120 102.865 5.325 .486 
PBS-8 days 120 109.487 4.433 .405 
CE-8 days 120 103.841 7.567 .69 1 
Dry Baseline 120 121.720 4.48 1 .409 
Hydrated 120 107.070 5.476 ,500 

Scheffe for Vicker's Hardness (KpImm2) 
Effect: Material = 2-100 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean Diff. 
PBS-16 days, CE- 16 days 3.059 
PBS-16 days, PBS-8 days -3.563 
PBS-16 days. CE-8 days 2.084 
PBS-16 days, Dry Baseline -15.796 
PBS- 16 days. Hydrated -1.145 
CE- 16 days. PBS-8 days -6.622 
CE- 16 days, CE-8 days -.975 
CE- 16 days, Dry Baseline - 18.855 
CE- 16 days, Hydrated -4.205 
PBS-8 days. CE-8 days 5.647 
PBS-8 days, Dry Baseline - 12.233 
PBS-8 days. Hydrated 2.4 17 
CE-8 days, Dry Baseline - 17.880 
CE-8 days, I-iydrated Baseline -3.229 
Dry Baseline, Hydratedc 14.65 1 

Crit. Diff 
2.322 
2.322 
2.322 

2.322 
2.322 
2.322 
2.322 
2.322 

2.322 
2.322 
2.322 
2.322 

2.322 
2.322 
2.322 



ANOVA Table for Vicker's Hardness (Kplmml) 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Material = SiluxPlus 5 10405.112 2081 .O22 482.360 <.O001 
Residual 7 14 308 1.654 4.316 

Means Table for Vicker's Hardness (KpImm2) 
Effect: Material = SiluxPlus 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 
PBS-16 days 120 41.385 1.657 .151 
CE- 16 days 120 40.511 1.45 1 .132 
PBS-8 days 120 43.470 2.244 .205 
CE-8 days 120 41.467 1.964 .179 
Dry Baseline 120 51.596 3.105 .283 

Hydrated 120 41.553 1.584 -145 

Scheffe for Vicker's Hardness (KpImm2) 
Effect: Material = SiluxPlus 
Significance Level: 5 % 

PBS-16 days, CE-1 6 days 
PBS- 16 days. PBS-8 days 
PBS- 16 days, CE-8 days 
PBS-16 days, Dry Baseline 
PBS- 16 days. Hydrated 
CE-16 days. PBS-8 days 
CE- 16 days, CE-8 days 
CE- 16 days, Dry Baseline 
CE- 16 days. Hydrated 
PBS-8 days. CE-8 days 
PBS-8 days. Dry Baseline 
PBS-8 days, Hydrated 
CE-8 days, Dry Baseline 
CE-8 days, Hydrated 
Dry Baselinc, 1-lydratcd 

Mean Diff. 
-874 

-2.085 
-.O82 

-10.21 1 
-. 168 

-2.959 
-.956 

- 1 1 .O85 
- 1.042 
2.003 

-8. t 26 
1.9 17 

-10.129 
-.O86 

10.043 

Crit. Diff 
.895 
.895 
.895 
.895 

.895 
395 

.895 

.895 

.895 

.895 

.895 

.895 

.895 

.895 

.895 



ANOVA Table for Vicker's Hardness (KpIrnm2) 

DF Surn of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Material = TPH 5 5790.505 1 158.101 147.382 <.O001 
Residual 7 14 56 10.482 7.858 

Means Table for Vicker's Hardness (Kptmrnf) 
Effect: Material = TPH 

Count Mean 
PBS- 16 days 120 66.609 
CE-16 days 120 65.526 
PBS-8 days 120 67.801 
CE-8 days 120 65.569 
Dry Badine  120 73.577 
Hydrated 120 65.823 

Scheffe for Vicker's Hardness (KpImm2) 
Effect: Material = TPH 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Std. Dev. Std. Err. 
3.250 .297 
2.529 .23 1 
2.967 .27 1 
2.401 .2 19 
2.778 .254 
2.81 1 .257 

PBS- 16 days, CE- 1 6 days 
PBS-16 days, PBS-8 days 
PBS-I 6 days, CE-8 days 
PBS-16 days, Dry Baseline 
PBS-16 days. Hydrated 
CE- 16 days. PBS-8 days 
CE- 16 days, 8 Days 'Treat 
CE- 16 days, Dry BaseIine 
CE- 16 days. Hydrated 
PBS-8 days. CE-8 days 
PBS-8 days, Dry Baseline 
PBS-8 days, Hydrated 
CE-8 days. Dry Bascline 
CE-8 days, Hydrated 
Dry Baseline, Hydrated 

Mean Diff. 
1 .O83 

-1.192 

1 .O40 
-6.968 

.786 
-2.275 

-.O44 
-8.052 

-.297 
2.232 

-5.776 
1.978 

-8.008 

-.253 
7.754 

Crit. Diff 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 
1.207 



composite resins, 2-100, Silux Plus and TPH. 



CE=cholesterol esterase 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE only 

Sample: 2100-PBS-8 days 

0 . 8 0  
Sample: 2100-CE-8 daya 

0 . 8 0  . 

0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Z100-PBS-16 days Sample: 2100-CE-16 daya 

0 . 8 0  0 . 8 0  

Minutes 

Sample: 2100-Glas8 CE-16 days 

5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes 

5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes 



CE=cholesterol esterase 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE only 

Sample: Silux Plus-PBS-8 days Sample: Silux Plue-CE-8 days . . 
0 . 8 0  

0 . 8 0  

Minutes 
Minutes 

Sample: Silux Plus-PBS-16 days Sample: Silwc Plus-CE-16 days 

1 1 

0 . 0 0  ; !f . *' . , . 0 . 0 0  !!J 

0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  O .  O0 
Minutes 

5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes 

Sample: Silux Plue-Glaes CE-16 
daye 

O .  80  

0 . 0 0  ' 
o .  O0 5 0 . 0 0  

Minutes 



CE=cholesterol esterase 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE only 

Sample: TPH-PBS-8 daya Sample: TPH-CE-8 days 

0.80  0 .80  

0 .00  50 .00  0 . 6 0  50 .00  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: TPH-PBS-16 days 

0 .80  
Sample: TPH-CE-16 days 

0.80 . 

0 . 0 0  50 .00  o .  O0 
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: TPH-Qlass CE-16 days 

0.80  

50 .00  
Minutes 



composite resins, composite-10 to composite-40. 



c&=cnolesLerol es ~ e r d b e  
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE only 

Sample: Composite-10 (1) -CE-8 da 
Y S  

0.80 

Sample: Composite-10 (1) -PBS-8 d 
aye 

O .  80 

0.20 O PI 

l- 

d( d 

0.00 : .,. , * V A ,  v A .  v ., 

0.00 50.00 
Minutes 

d' 4 
rl 

0.00 . : , *v *v . A V .  

0.00 50.00 
Minutes 

Sample: Composite-lO(1)-PBS-16 
daye 

Sample: Composite10 (11 -CE-16 da 
YB 

0.80 . 

50.00 0 .00 
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-10 (1) -PBS-32 Sample: Composite-lO(1)-CE-32 d 
d a y  s aYs 

0.80 0.80 

0 .00  50.00 0.00 50.00 
Minutes Minutes 



Material: Composite-10 Batch number:2 
CE=cholesterol esterase 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE only 

Sample: Composite-10 (2) -PBS-8 d Sample: Composite-10 (2) -CE-8 da 
aYs YB 

0 . 8 0  . 0 .80  a 

0.00  50 .00  0 .00  50 .00  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample : Compoelte-10 (2) -PBS-16 Sample: Composite-10 (2) -CE-16 d 
days aYS 

0.80 . 0 .80  . 

0.00  50 .00  0 .00  50 .00  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-lO(2)-PBS-32 Sample: Composite-10 (2) -CE-32 d 
days =Ys 

0 .80  0 .80  

ln 4 ln 
0 .60  O 0 . 6 0  O 

rl 
ln 

O 7 FI 

d' 
d' 

2 0 . 4 0  1 2 0 . 4 0  
l 

N 
LI 

"? w m ln 

0 . 2 0  1 d U, eY 0 . 2 0  O 
CY L I  

a0 

1 CY O 
Q' * 

CY 
1 rl 

0 . 0 0  V) 

A' 1 v *, 0 . 0 0  
A' .AV A' 

o .  O0 50 .00  0 .00  5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 



-- -- -----a-, y * * - ,  . "  
 las> C E ~ O  sample, CE oniy 

Sample: Composite-lO(3)-PBS 8 d Sample: Composite-10 ( 3 )  -CE 8 da 
=Ys - YS 

0.80  ! - . - -  0 .80  . 

0 . b 0  50!00 
Minutes 

Sample: Composite-lO(3)-PBS 16 
daye ,--.. - -- - -- - - . - 

Sample: Composite-lO(3)-CE 16 d 

-aF! - - - - - - 
I 
1 

\ 

1 

r( 
O CI 

(Y v l 
O 

O .  O 
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-10 

- - - - -  - - 

O .  80.- 

0.60 .[ 
3 0 -40-.. 

pc 
m 

1 
rl 

Sample: Composite-10 

-- - 
0 . 8 0  1 

0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 





Material: Composite-20 Batch number:2 
CE=cholesterol esterase 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE only 

Sample: composite-20 (2) -PBS-8 d Sample: Composite-20 (2) -CE-8 da 
ays YB 

0 . 8 0  0 . 8 0  

0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes 

0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes 

Sample: Composite-20 (2) -PBS-16 Sample: Composite-20 ( 2 )  -CE-16 d 
days aYs 

0 . 8 0  0 . 8 0  . 

0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-20 (2) -PBS-32 Sample: Composite-20 (2) -CE-32 d 
days aYS 

0 . 8 0  0 . 8 0  

5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 



Material: Corn osite-zu Baccn num~er:3 
~~=cholestero? esterase 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE only 

Sample: Compoeite-20 (3) -PBS-8 d 
aYe 

Sample: Composite-20 (3) -CE-8 da 
Ys  

0 .00  5 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  50,oo 
Minutes Minutes 

sample: Composite-20(3)-PBS-16 Sample: Composite-20 (3) -CE-16 d 
dayo aYs 

0 . 8 0  0 . 8 0  

0 .00  5 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 

Sarnple: Composite-20 (3) -PBS-32 Sample: Composite-20(3) -CE-32 d 
daye ='Ys 

0.80 0 . 8 0  

A' 

Minutes Minutes 



CE=cholestewol esterase 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE only 

Sample: Composite-30 (1) -PBS-8 d Sample: Composite-30 (1) -CE-8 da 
aYe YS 

0 . 8 0  0 .80  

m 
O 2 0 . 4 0  '? 2 0.40  : 
m 
d' (Y 

P 
O (Y FI 

0 . 2 0  . P p, 0 .20 . <Y P 

d: * m (V 
m O ' * CI 

N VI l-l 
N d( (Y 

? 
Pl A .  m 

0 .00  . ' 
VI m 

, - . . , 0 .00  ..' . * .*'- - T- , & 

0.00 50 .00  0.00 50 .00  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-30 (1) -PBS-16 
days 

Sample: Composite-30 (1) -CE-16 d 
ay* 

2 0 .40  2 0 .40  (Y 

CY P 

P 
O 

d: FI o .  2 0  VI Pl 0 .20  (V 
O VI 
(V * O N 

FI 
(Y I * 

0.00 
VI 

0 . 00  . 
A~ 

T 
& * - - a  A * *x 

O .  O0 50 .00  0 .00  50 .00  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-30 (1) -PBS-32 Sample: Composite-30 (1) -CE-32 d 
daya aYS 

0 . 8 0  0 .80  . 

o .  00  
A' 

v 
A 

0.00  A" A 

0.00  50.00 0 .00  
Minutes Minutes 



.$ ; O 
O 

via 
- . 



r s u r - -  l u s .  r v b i n  vusc-  4 v , v u r r r ~  L L U I I - S - L  . 3 

~ ~ = c h o l e s t e r o ~  esterase 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE only 

Sample: Composite-30(3)-PBS-16 
daye 

0 . 8 0  . : 0 . 8 0  

Sample: Composite-30 (3) -PBS-32 
days 

0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-30 (3) -CE-32 d 

5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes 



Material: composite-40 Batcn nutmer:l 
CE=cholesterol esterase 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no  sample, CE only 

Sample: Composite-40 (1) -PBS-8 d Sample: Composite-40(1)-CE-8 d a  
aY'= Y S  

0 . 8 0  0 . 8 0  

w 
m m 

Ci) 
di 

0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-40 (1) -PBS-16 Sample: Composite-40 (1) -CE-16 d 
days aYe 

0 . 8 0  0 . 8 0  

0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-40 (1) -PBS-32 Sample: Composite-40 (1) -CE-32 d 
days aYe 

0 . 8 0  0 . 8 0  

C5 
Ci) 

91 
(V 
N 

(Y 
V )  

.A ' ? 
A 

5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes 

A' A 
7 0 . 0 0  

5 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0  
Minutes 



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no  sample, CE onïy 

Sample: Composite-40 (2) -PBS-8 d Sample: Composite-40 (2) -CE-8 da 
aYs YB 

0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 

Sample : Composite-40 (2) -PBS-16 
days 

0 . 8 0  . 

Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-40 (2) -PBS-32 Sample: Composite-40 (2) -CE-32 d 

0 . 0 0  : 2 ,AV 

0 . 0 0  
Minutes Minutes 



Mate i 1. Corn osite-40 Batch number: 3 
~~=cfio?e&tero? esterasé 
PBS=phosphate buffer saline, pH=7.0 
Glass CE=no sample, CE oniy 

Sample: Composite-40 (3) -PBS-8 d Sample: Composite-40(3)-CE-8 da 
ays YB 

OD m 
OD l O O 

ln 
1 g 0.20 . 0.20 1 rl 

CY l I ". d' 

1 I d l  
r 

0.00 : 
1 

A' A 0.00 , .' .Y i v  
A 

0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-40 (3) -PBS-16 Sample: Composite-40 (3) -CE-16 d 
days aYS 

0.80 . ; 0.80 : 

0.00 50.00 0.00 50.00 
Minutes Minutes 

Sample: Composite-40 (3) -PBS-32 Sample: Composite-40 (3) -CE-32 d 
days aYs 

0.80 , ' 0.80 . 

0.00 50.00 0.00 
Minutes 

A' . A. 

50.00 
Minutes 







Y 

the mode1 composite resins. 



Product : TEGDMA, Incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Comp-lO* 
DF Sum of Sauares Mean Sauare F-Value P-Value 

Camp-l O 
Residual 

Scheffe for Comp-1 O* 
Effect: Comp-10 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean DiR Crit. Diff P-Value 

Means Table for Comp-lO* 
Effect: Cornp-IO 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 

2 
6 

TEGDMA(16) 
TEGDMA(32) 
TEGDMA(8) 

133842386741284.667 
77371 224 1364489.333 

3 
3 
3 

6692 1 193370642.333 
1289520402274 14.889 

59 18 186.496 
5571 703.022 
7929894.971 

15 1 12 136.667 
16701 520.333 
23970735.000 

.5 19 

10250599.700 
9650472.719 

13734980.989 

.6196 



Product : TEGDMA, Incremental arnounts 

ANOVA Table for Comp-20" 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Comp-20 2 1 9745 1 18904 1008.222 1 48725594520504.111 1 .527 1 .6154 

Means Table for Comp-20" 
Effect: Comp-20 

Scheffe for Comp-20* 
Effect: Comp-20 
Signiticance Level: S % 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 

Mean Diff. Crit. Diff P-Value 
TEGDMA( 16). TEGDMA(32) 
TEGDMA( 16). TEGDMA(8) 
TEGDMA(32). TEGDMA(8) .632 1 

TEGDMA( 16) 
TEGDMA(32) 
TEGDMA(8) 

3 
3 
3 

18852275.333 
16647358.000 
24463932.333 

6077397.789 
6882806.373 

13893642.878 

3508787.249 
3973790.1 12 
8021498.456 



*..U.I. .W.. -V...yVU..* Y" 

Product : TEGDMA, incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Cornp- 30* 

Means Table for Comp- 30* 
Effect: Cornp-30 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 

Comp-30 
Residual 

Scheffe for Comp- 30* 
Effect: Comp-30 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean DiK Crit. Diff P-Value 

2 
5 

1 15774383588365.667 
27829 1 MO 1 12873.833 

57887 191 7941 82.833 
55658268022574.767 

1.040 ,4191 



Product : TECDMA, lncremental amounts 

Means Table for Comp-40* 
Effect: Cornp- 40 

ANOVA Table for Comp-40* 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 

Comp- 40 
Residual 

Scheffe for Comp-40* 
Effect: Comp- 40 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean Diff. Crit. Diff P-Value 
TEGDMA( I6), TEGDMA(32) 
TEGDMA(16). TEGDMA(8) 
TEGDMA(32), TEGDMA(8) 

,0002 45.3 14 1701 14633339630.778 
3754120041918.333 

2 
6 

34022926667926 1 S56  
2252472025 15 10.000 



L r m a L c n  LLII. L V L U ~ V ~ ~ L C - A  v 

Product : TEGMA, Incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Cornp-IO* 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Comp-IO 5 952359767769693.1 1 1 190471 953553938.622 18.442 <.O00 1 
Residual 12 12394 1 123470574.667 1032842695588 1.222 

Means Table for Comp-lO* 
Effect: Comp-I O 

Count Mean Std. Dev. 
TEGMA-CE( 16) 3 12808242.000 7043 146.7 1 O 
TEGMA-CE(32) 3 4776683.667 1933721.939 
TEGMA-CE(8) 3 2 1925573.667 2690356.3 12 
TEGMA-PBS( 16) 3 141 1061.333 220361.218 
TEGMA-PBS(32) 3 3637 1 13.000 332906.590 
TEGMA-PBS(8) 3 274 1 149.667 1 108134.770 

Scheffe for Comp-lO* 
Effect: Comp-IO 
Significance Level: 5 % 

TEGMA-CE(16). TEGMA-CE(32) 
TEGMA-CE( 16). TEGMA-CE(8) 
TEGMA-CE( 16). TEGMA-PBS(16) 
TEGMA-CE( 16). TEGMA-PBS( 32) 
TEGMA-CE( 16), TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGMA-CE(32), TEGMA-CE(8) 
TEGMA-CE(32). TEGMA-PBS( 16) 
TEGMA-CE(32), TEGMA-PBS( 32) 
TEGMA-CE(32). TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGMA-CE(8), TEGMA-PBS(I6) 
TEGMA-CE(8). TEGMA-PBS(32) 
TEGMA-CE(8). TEGMA-I'BS(8) 
TEGMA-PBS(16), TEGMA-PB 32) 
TEGMA-PBS( I6), TEGMA-PB 8) 

Mean Diff. 
803 1558.333 
,9 1 1733 1.667 
1397 180.667 
9171 129.000 
0067092.333 
7 148890.000 
3365622.333 
1 139570.667 
2035534.000 

TEGMA-PBS(32). TEGMA-PB 8) 895963.333 

Std. Err. 
4066362.649 
1 1 16434.882 
1553277.94 1 

127225.609 
l92203.709 
63978 1.908 

Crit. Diff P- 
10340664.959 

10340664.959 
10340664.959 
10340664.959 
1 0340664.959 
10340664.959 
10340664.959 
10340664.959 
10340664.959 
10340664.959 



Product : TEGMA, Incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Comp-20* 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Comp-20 5 52973 156726 159 1.6 1 1 1059463 134523 18.322 149.678 c.000 1 

Residual 12 84939 19785508.667 

Means Table for Cornp-20* 
Effect: Comp-20 

Count Mean 
TEGMA-CE( 16) 3 608 1589.000 
TEGMA-CE(32) 3 2639338.000 
TEGMA-CE(8) 3 17094582.667 
TEGMA-PBS(16) 3 158 1572.667 
TEGMA-PBS(32) 3 23821 50.333 
TEGMA-PBS(8) 3 2564363.667 

Scheffe for Comp-20* 
Effect: Comp-20 
Significance Level: 5 % 

TEGMA-CE( I6), TEGMA-CE(32) 

TEGMA-CE(16). TEGMA-CE(8) 
TEGMA-CE(16), TEGMA-PBS( 16) 
TEGMA-CE( 16). TEGMA-PBS( 32) 
TEGMA-CE(16), TEGMA-PBS(8) 

TEGM A-CE(32). TEGMA-CE(8) 
TEGMA-CE(32), TEGMA-PBS( 16) 
TEGMA-CE(32). TEGMA-PBS( 32) 
TEGMA-CE(32). TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGMA-CE(8). TEGM A-PBS( 1 6) 
TEGMA-CE(8). TEGMA-PBS(32) 
TEGMA-CE(8). TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGMA-PBS( 16). TEGMA-PB (32) 
TEGMA-PBS(16). TEGMA-PB (8) 
TEGMA-PBS(32), TEGMA-PB (8) 

Std. Dev. Std. Err. 
873888.563 504539.797 
667074.769 385 135.798 

13683 12.632 789995.667 
45 1860.79 1 26088 1 .%O 
91 686 1.153 529350.033 
348 134.91 1 200995.785 

Mean Diff. 

344225 1 .O00 
-1 1012993.667 

45000 16.333 
3699438.667 
35 17225.333 

- 14455244.667 
1057765.333 

257 187.667 
74974.333 

155 130 10.000 
14712432.333 

145302 19.000 
-800577.667 
-98279 1 .O00 
-1822 13.333 

Crit. DifT 

2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 

2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 

2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 

2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 
2707040.98 1 



Product : TEGMA, Incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Comp- 30* 

DF Surn of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Cornp-30 5 33758597002594.733 675 17 194005 18.947 14.766 .O004 
Residual 9 4 1 1520203003 1 .O00 457244670003.444 

Means Table for Comp- 30" 
Effect: Comp-30 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err 
TEGMA-CE( 16) 2 5728304.500 327085.677 23 1284.500 
TEGMA-CE(32) 3 33351 65.667 73 1 191.202 422 153.437 
TEGMA-CE(8) 2 1960708.000 382981.76 1 270809.000 
TEGMA-PBS(16) 3 886858.667 1 0883 1.835 62834.089 
TEGMA-PBS(32) 3 2 1 147 17.667 1 175059.464 678420.898 
TEGMA-PBS(8) 2 1502685.500 83920,140 59340.500 

Scheffe for Comp- 30" 
Effect: Comp-30 
Significance Level: 5 % 

TEGMA-CE(16). TEGMA-CE(32) 
TEGMA-CE(16), TEGMA-CE(8) 
TEGMA-CE( 16), TEGMA-PBS(16) 
TEGMA-CE(16). TEGMA-PBS( 32) 
TEGMA-CE( 16). TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGMA-CE(32), TEGMA-CE(8) 
TEGMA-CE(32). TEGMA-PBS( 16) 
TEGMA-CE(32). TEGMA-PBS( 32) 
TEGMA-CE(32). TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGMA-CE(8). TEGMA-PBS( 16) 
'I'EGMA-CE(8), 'I'EGMA-PBS(32) 
TEGMA-CE(8). TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGMA-PBS( 16). TEGMA-PB (32) 
TEGMA-PBS( 16). TEGMA-PB (8) 
TEGMA-PBS(32). TECiMA-PB (8) 

Mean Diff. 
2393 138.833 
3767596.500 
4841445.833 
36 13586.833 
42256 19,000 
1374457,667 
2448307.000 
1220448.000 
1832480.167 
1073849.333 
- 1 54009.667 
458022.500 

- 1227859.000 
-6 15826.833 
6 12032.167 

Crit. Diff 

257550 1.458 
282 1320.49 1 
257550 1.458 
257550 1.458 
282 1320.49 1 
257550 1.458 
2303598.534 
2303598.534 
257550 1.458 
2575501.458 
257550 1.458 
282 1320.49 1 
2303598.534 
257550 1 A58 
2575501.458 



l r u a w a  a m .  LVIII~USLLC-SV 

Product : TEGMA, Incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Comp-40* 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Vatue 
Comp- 40 5 6 1 I2203OO43 I3O.000 I22244O6OO8626.OOO 19.554 <.O00 1 
Residual 12 75020983422 10.000 625 17486 1850.833 

Means Table for Cornp-40* 
Effect: Comp- 40 

Count Mean Std. Dev. 

3 6893898.667 193656.561 
3 4571 186.667 1870045.852 
3 25073 18.000 174724.496 
3 1382378.667 18 1304.699 
3 2357496.000 2 10642.027 
3 2479264.000 329703.978 

Scheffe for Comp-40" 
Effect: Comp- 40 
Significance Level: 5 % 

I'EGMA-CE( 16). TEGMA-CE(8) 
TEGMA-CE( 16). TEGMA-PBS( 16) 
TEGMA-CE(16). TEGMA-PBS( 32) 
TEGMA-CE( 16). TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGM A-CE(3 2). TEGM A-CE(8) 

TEGMA-CE(32), TEGMA-PBS( 16) 
TEGMA-CE(32). TEGMA-PBS( 32) 
TEGMA-CE(32), TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGMA-CE(8). TEGMA-PBS( 16) 
TEGMA-CE(8). TEGMA-PBS(32) 
TEGMA-CE(8), TEGMA-PBS(8) 
TEGMA-PBS( 16). TEGMA-PB (32) 
TEGMA-PBS(16), TEGMA-PB (8) 
TEGMA-PBS(32). TEGMA-PB (8) 

Std. Err. 
1 1 1807.668 

107967 1 Aï6 
100877.235 
104676.3 17 
121614.231 
190354.680 

Cric. Diff 
544087.999 
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Product : Bis-HPPP, Incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Comp-lO* 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Cornp- l O 2 7700 127 1 5905626.889 3850063579528 13.444 6.745 .O292 
Residual 6 342457954 152508.667 57076325692084.778 

Means Table for Cornp-10" 
Effect: Comp-10 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 
Bis-HPPP( 16) 3 20587498.000 871 2753.233 50303 10.424 
Bis-HPPP(32) 3 983 1 146.000 2940908.527 1697934.330 
Bis-HPPP(8) 3 324787 17.667 9309563.105 5374878.765 

Scheffe for Cornp-10" 
Effect: Comp-10 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean Diff. Crit. Diff P-Value 
Bis-HPPP( 16), Bis-HPPP(32) 10756352.000 19784 100.5 1 1 .2923 
Bis-HPPP( 16), Bis-HPPP(8) - 1 t 89 12 19.667 19784 100.5 1 1 .2355 

Bis-HPPP(32), Bis-HPPP(8) -22647571.667 19784 100.5 1 1 .O292 
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Product : Bis-HPPP, Incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Comp-20* 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Comp-20 2 lO64O5424O246966.OOO 532027 120 123483.000 42.665 .O003 
Residual 6 748 18585 163466.000 12469764 1939 1 1 .O00 

Means Tabse for Comp-20* 
Effect: Comp-20 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 
Bis-HPPP( 16) 3 13664247.000 466459 1.609 2693 103.22 1 
Bis-HPPP(32) 3 10086426.000 1999932.856 1 15466 1.773 
Bis-HPPP(8) 3 3473 1988.000 34 13377.546 19707 14.445 

Scheffe for Comp-20* 
Effect: Comp-20 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean Diff. Crit. Difî P-Value 
Bis-HPPP( 16). Bis-tlPPP(32) 357782 1 .O00 9247352.79 1 -5039 
Bis-HPPP( 16). Bis-HPPP(8) -2 106774 1 .O00 9247352.79 1 .O010 
Bis-HPPP(32). Bis-HPPP(8) -24645562.000 9247352.791 .O004 



Product : Bis-HPPP, Incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Comp- 30* 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Comp-30 2 37 l887860974980.19f l85943930487490.095 1 1.349 .O224 
Residual 4 65535684903204.667 1638392 122580 1.167 

Means Table for Comp- 30" 
Effect: Comp-30 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 
Bis-HPPP( 16) 2 27633326.000 2237691.735 1582287.000 
Bis-HPPP(32) 3 2002001 5.333 4 159660.739 2401 58 1.247 
Bis-HPPP(8) 2 85 1 7728.000 509 1450.253 3600 199.000 

Scheife for Comp- 30* 
Effect: Comp-30 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean Di ff. Crit. Diff P-Value 
Bis-HPPP( 16). Bis-HPPP(32) 761 33 10.667 13770403.283 .2353 
Bis-HPPP( 16). Bis-HPPP(8) 191 15598.000 1508472 1 .O08 .O23 1 
Bis-HPPP(32). Bis-HPPP(8) 1 1502287.333 13770403.283 .O854 



Product : Bis-HPPP, Incremental amounts 

ANOVA Table for Comp-40* 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value 
Comp- 40 2 4953755445 15266.000 247687772257633.000 4.444 .O655 
Residual 6 334440247 lOOO44.000 5574004 1 183340.667 

Means Table for Comp-40* 
Effect: Comp- 40 

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err. 
Bis-HPPP( 16) 3 284871 73.000 5067280.9 14 2925596.000 
Bis-HPPP(32) 3 2447 1202.000 1 1895527.083 6867885.763 
Bis-HPPP(8) 3 11130189.000 198048.267 1 14343.220 

Fisher's PLSD for Comp-40* 
Effect: Comp- 40 
Significance Level: 5 % 

Mean DiK Crit. Diff P-Value 
Bis-HPPP(I6), Bis-HPPP(32) 40 1597 1 .O00 149 16 136.107 .5345 
Bis-HPPP(16). Bis-HPPP(8) 17356984.000 1491 61 36.107 .O293 
Bis-HPPP(32), Bis-HPPP(8) 1334 101 3.000 1491 61 36.107 .O7 12 





Composite- 1 O( l ) ,  20D 

C-C 58.73 
C-O 33.3 1 
C=O 7.96 

C-C 69.93 
C-O 24.22 
C=O 5.85 

C-C 65.58 
C-O 28.24 
C=O 6.18 

C-C 63.67 
C - 8  28.5 
C=O 7.83 



Composite- 1 0(1), 90D 

C-C 64.15 
C-O 23.77 
C=O 12.08 

C-C 60.79 
C-O 30.6 1 
C=O 8.603 

C-C 74.89 
C-O 1 8.44 
C=O 6.67 

C-C 63.55 
C-O 23.86 
C=O 12.59 



Composite- 1 0(2), 20D 

C-C 64.55 
C-O 29.83 
C=O 5.62 

C-C 71.28 
C-O 22.24 
C=O 6.48 

C-C 65.35 
C-O 29.98 
C=O 4.66 

C-C 64.6 1 
C-O 27.13 
C=O 8.26 



Composite- 1 O(3), 20D 

C-C 64.13 
C-O 28.32 
C=O 7.55 

C-C 68.34 
C-O 27.37 
C=O 4.29 

C-C 71.6 
C-O 24.4 1 
C=O 3.99 

C-C 65.82 
C-O 25.82 
C=O 8.36 



Composite- l0(2), 90D 

C-C 62.99 
C-O 24.97 
C=O 12.03 

C-C 64.66 
C-O 25.43 
C=O 9.9 1 

C-C 63.46 
C-O 29.35 
C=O 7.19 

C-C 6 1.29 
C-O 28.73 
C=O 9.98 



Composite- l0(3), 90D 

C-C 60.88 
C-O 29.07 
C=O 10.05 

C-C 62.62 
C-O 27.48 
C=O 9.9 

C-C 63.44 
C-O 26.7 1 
C=O 9.85 

C-C 62.54 
C-O 27.02 
C=O 10.44 





1 O 15 

Time (hours) 

O enzyme only 
compositc+enzyme 
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